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Overview 

Quincy Public Schools 

Educator Evaluation Handbook: 
School Year 2013-2014 

On June 28, 2011, the Massachusetts Board of Elementary and Secondaty Education (ESE) adopted new 
regulations to guide the evaluation of all educators serving in positions requiring a license (e.g., teachers, 
principals, superintendents and other administrators) (ESE, School-Level Planning and Implementation Guide, 

January 2012). The regulations are designed to: 

• Promote leaders' and teachers' growth and development; place student learning at the center of the 
process using multiple measures of student learning, 603 CMR 35.0 1 (2)(a); 

• Provide a record of facts and assessments for personnel decisions, 35.01(2)(b); 

• Ensure every school committee has a system to enhance the professionalism and accountability of 
teachers and administrators that will enable them to assist all students perform at high levels, 35.01(3); 

and 

• Assure effective teaching and administrative leadership 35.01(3). 
The regulations called on the Elementary and Secondary Education (ESE) to develop a model comprehensive 
educator evaluation system to be used as an exemplar for use by districts. School districts have the option to 
adopt the model system, adapt it to their local context, or revise their existing system so that it conforms to the 
educator evaluation regulations. 

The regulations also require local district and associated local unions to approve contract language that is based 
on M.G.L., c71 § 38; M.G.L.c150E, the Educator Evaluation regulations, 603 CMR 35.00 et seq.; and the ESE 
Model System. In the event of a conflict between this collective bargaining agreement and the governing laws 

and regulations, the laws and regulations will prevail. 

The Educator Evaluation Worl{ Group 
A work group consisting of teachers and administrators from all levels of the Quincy Public Schools joined 
together to develop the Educator Evaluation Handbook. The work group elected to adapt the Massachusetts 
Department of Elementary and Secondary Education (ESE) Model System for Educator Evaluation. 

Work Group members are: 

Superintendent Richard DeCristofaro 
Acting Deputy Superintendent Kevin Mulvey 
Senior Director of Student Support Services Maura Papile 
Principal of North Quincy High School Robelt Shaw 
School Committee Member Emily Lebo 

Ms. Allison Cox, President QEA 
Mr. Michael Ellis, Vice President, QEA 
Ms. Carolyn Parsley 
Ms. Lauren Riggs 
Ms. Nicole Prevost 
Ms. Gail Cavallo 
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The Educator Evaluation Work Group will remain a standing work group in order to review and refine the 
evaluation procedures, forms, and process outlined within the below contractual language. Upon the request of 
either the Committee or the Association, the Educator Evaluation Work Group will meet to review the 
evaluation system and determine whether changes are needed to address DESE direction, changes in statutory 
requirements, andlor lessons learned from local implementation. Any changes agreed upon by the Educator 
Evaluation Work Group shall be implemented without the need for ratification by the Committee or the 
Association. In addition, the Educator Evaluation Work Group shall develop a formal mechanism for gathering 
feedback and information from both teachers and administrators to gain local feedback on the educator 
evaluation system. QEA members of this Work Group are appointed by and serve at the discretion of the QEA 
President. 

3 
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Quincy Public Schools 
EV ALVA TION CYCLE 

The ESE regulations require all educators to participate in an ongoing 5-step continuous improvement cycle, 
resulting in educators receiving a summative rating based on both their performance against the standards and 
indicators within the regulations. The QPS Educator Evaluation Model adapted the ESE model system which 
includes the five-component process that all Educators follow consisting of 1) Self-Assessment; 2) Goal-setting 
and Educator Plan development; 3) Implementation of the Plan; 4) Formative Evaluation and 5) Summative 
Evaluation. 

Ew>.ry educator is an active participant: 
5-stE:>'P process of evaluation 
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Quincy Public Schools Teacher and Caseload Educator Evaluation 
Contract Language 

The Quincy School Committee (hereinafter the "Committee") and the Quincy Education Association, Tnc. 
(hereinafter the "Association") is proposing a three (3) year pilot of the evaluation process outlined below. 
During these three (3) years, it is anticipated that the strengths and weaknesses ofthe following language, as it 
pertains to the implementation of the spirit and letter of603 CMR 35, shall be identified by the Committee and 
the Association through the establishment of an Educator Evaluation Work Group. It is anticipated that any 
weaknesses found in the langnage, as determined by the Committee or the Association, shall be addressed by 
the Educator Evaluation Work Group in further collective bargaining. It is further anticipated that through the 
collective bargaining process and the further refining of the below proposed language, the Committee and the 
Association shall cooperatively reach the mntual goal of identifying, maintaining and recognizing superior 
educators for the Quincy Public Schools. 

The Educator Evaluation Work Group will remain a standing work group in order to review and reline the 
evaluation procedures, forms, and process outlined within the below contractual language. Upon the request of 
cither the Committee or the Association, the Educator Evaluation Work Group will meet to review the 
evaluation systcm and determine whether changes are needed to address DESE direction, changes in statutory 
requirements, and/or lessons learned from local implementation. Any changes agreed upon by the Educator 
Evaluation Work Group shall be implemented without the need for ratification by the Committee or the 
Association. In addition, the Educator Evaluation Work Group shall develoJl a formal mechanism for gathering 
feedback and information from both teachers and administrators to gain local feedback on the educator 
evaluation system. QEA members of this Work Group are appointed by and serve at the discretion ofthe QEA 
President. 

Table of Contents 

(1) Purpose of Educator Evaluation 

(2) Definitions 

(3) Evidence Used in Evaluation 

(4) Rubric 

(5) Evaluation Cycle: Training 

(6) Evaluation Cycle: Annual Orientation 

(7) Evaluation Cycle: Self-Assessment 

(8) Evaluation Cycle: Goal Setting and Educator Plan Development 

(9) Evaluation Cycle: Observation of Practice and Examination of Altifacts - Educators without PTS 

(10) Evaluation Cycle: Observation of Practice and Examination of Artifacts - Educators with PTS 

(11) Observations 
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(12) Evaluation Cycle: Formative Assessment 

(13) Evaluation Cycle: Formative Evaluation for Two-Year Self-Directed Plans Only 

(14) Evaluation Cycle: Summative Evaluation 

(15) Educator Plans: General 

(16) Educator Plans: Developing Educator Plan 

(17) Educator Plans: Self-Directed Growth Plan 

(18) Educator Plans: Directed Growth Plan 

(19) Educator Plans: Improvement Plan 

(20) Timelines 

(21) Career Advancement 

(22) Rating Impact on Student Learning Growth 

(23) Using Student feedback in Educator Evaluation 

(24) Using Staff feedback in Educator Evaluation 

(25) Transition from Existing Evaluation System 

(26) General Provisions 
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1) Purpose of Educator Evaluation 

a. This contract language is locally negotiated and based on M.G.L., c.7l, § 38; M.G.L. c.l50E; the 
Educator Evaluation regulations, 603 CMR 35.00 et seq.; and the Model System for Educator 
Evaluation developed and which may be updated from time to time by the Depattment of 
Elementary and Secondary Education. See 603 CMR 35.02 (definition of model system). In the 
event of a conflict between this collective bargaining agreement and the governing laws and 
regulations, the laws and regulations will prevail. 

b. The regulatory purposes of evaluation are: 

i. To promote student learning, growth, and achievement by providing Educators with 
feedback for improvement, enhanced oppOltunities for professional growth, and clear 
structures for accountability, 603 CMR 35.01(2)(a); 

ii. To provide a record offacts and assessments for personnel decisions, 35.01(2)(b); 

iii. To ensure that every school committee has a system to enhance the professionalism and 

accountability of teachers and administrators that will enable them to assist all students to 
perform at high levels, 35.01(3); and 

IV. To assure effective teaching and administrative leadership, 35.01(3). 

2) Definitions (* indicates definition is generally based on 603 CMR 35.02) 

a. * Artifacts of Professional Practice: Products of an Educator's work and student work samples 
that demonstrate the Educator's knowledge and skills with respect to specific performance 
standards. 

b. Caseload Educator: Educators who teach or counsel individual or small groups of students 
through consultation with the regular classroom teacher, for example, school nurses, guidance 
counselors, speech and language pathologists, and some reading specialists and special education 
teachers.\ 

c. Classroom teacher: Educators who teachpreK-12 whole classes, and teachers of special 
subjects as such as art, music, library, and physical education. May also include special 
education teachers and reading specialists who teach whole classes. 
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d. Categories of Evidence: Multiple measures of student learning, growth, and achievement, 
jUdgments based on observations and artifacts of professional practice, including unannounced 
observations of practice of not less than 10 minutes in duration; and additional evidence relevant 
to one 01' more Standards of Effective Teaching Practice (603 CMR 35.03). 

e. *District-determined Measures: Measures of student learning, growth and achievement related 
to the Massachusetts Curriculum Frameworks, Massachusetts Vocational Technical Education 
Frameworks, 01' other relevant frameworks, that are comparable across grade 01' subject level 
district-wide. These measures may include, but shall not be limited to: portfolios approved 
commercial assessments and district-developed pre and post unit and course assessments, and 
capstone projects. 

f. *Educator(s): Inclusive term that applies to all classroom teachers and caseload educators, 
unless otherwise noted. 

g. *Educator Plan: The growth 01' improvement actions identified as part of each Educator's 
evaluation. The type of plan is determined by the Educator's career stage, overall performance 
rating, and the rating of impact on student learning, growth and achievement. There shall be foul' 
types of Educator Plans: 

i. Developing Educator Plan shall mean a plan developed by the Educator and the 
Evaluator for one school year 01' less for an Educator without Professional Teacher Status 
(PTS); or, at the discretion of an Evaluator, for an Educator with PTS in the following 
circumstances: 

I. 'Vherc an educator is worldng under a different 01' new license; 

2. Whcl'e an cducatol' is voluntarily transfcrred, thc evaluator, at his or hcr 
discl'ction, may direct that the cducator be placed on a Developing Educator 
Plan; 

3. Where an educator was involuntarily transferred, the educator shall not be 
placed on a Developing Educator Plan unless that educator was already on 
such a plan; 

4. Where an cducator has not attained Profcssional Teacher Status, the 
evaluator shall continue to place thc Non-professional Teacher Status 
educator on a Devcloping Educator Plan. 

ii. Self-Directed GI'owth Plan shall mean a plan developed by the Educator for one or two 
school years for Educators with PTS who are rated proficient 01' exemplary. 

iii. Directed Growth Plan shall mean a plan developed by the Educator and the Evaluator of 
one school year or less for Educators with PTS who are rated needs improvement. 

iv. Improvement Plan shall mean a plan devtlloped by the Evaluator of at least 30 school 
days and no more than one school year for Educators with PTS who are rated 
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unsatisfactory with goals specific to improving the Educator's unsatisfactory 
performance. In those cases where an Educator is rated unsatisfactory near the close of a 
school year, the Improvement Plan may include activities during the summer preceding 
the next school year. 

h. *ESE: The Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary Education. 

i. *Evaluation: The ongoing process of defining goals and identifying, gathering, and using 
information as part of a process to improve professional performance (the "formative evaluation" 
and "formative assessment") and to assess total job effectiveness and make personnel decisions 
(the "summative evaluation"). 

j. *Evaluator: Any person designated by a superintendent who has primary or supervisory 
responsibility for observation and evaluation. The superintendent is responsible for ensuring that 

all Evaluators have training in the principles of supervision and evaluation. Each Educator will 
have one primary Evaluator at anyone time responsible for determining performance ratings. 

i. Primat'Y Evaluator shall be the person who determines the Educator's performance 
ratings and evaluation. 

ii. Supervising Evaluator shall be the person responsible for developing the Educator Plan, 
supervising the Educator's progress through formative assessments, evaluating the 
Educator's progress toward attaining the Educator Plan goals, and making 

recommendations about the evaluation ratings to the primary Evaluator at the end of the 
Educator Plan. The Supervising Evaluator may be the primary Evaluator or his/her 
designee. 

iii. Teaching Staff Assigned to More Than One Building: Each Educator who is assigned 
to more than one building will be evaluated by the appropriate administrator where the 
individual is assigned most of the time. The principal of each building in which the 

Educator serves must review and sign the evaluation, and may add written comments. In 
cases where there is no predominate assignment, the superintendent will determine who 
the primary evaluator will be. 

iv. Notification: The Educator shall be notified in writing of his/her primary Evaluator and 

supervising Evaluator, if any, at the outset of each new evaluation cycle. The 
Evaluator(s) may be changed upon notification in writing to the Educator. 

k. Evaluation Cycle: A five·component process that all Educators follow consisting of I) Self· 
Assessment; 2) Goal·setting and Educator Plan development; 3) Implementation of the Plan; 4) 
Formative AssessmentlEvaluation; and 5) Summative Evaluation. 

I. *Experienced Educator: An educator with Professional Teacher Status (PTS). 

m. *Family: Includes students' parents, legal guardians, foster parents, or primary caregivers. 
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n. *Formative Assessment: The process used to assess progress towards attaining goals set fOlth in 
Educator plans, performance on standards, or both. This process may take place at any time(s) 
during the cycle of evaluation, but typically takes place at mid-cycle. 

o. *Formative Evaluation: An evaluation conducted at the end of Year 1 for an Educator on a 2-
year Self-Directed Growth plan which is used to arrive at a rating on progress towards attaining 
the goals set forth in the Educator Plan, performance on Standards and Indicators of Effective 

Teaching Practice, or both. 

p. *Goal: A specific, actionable, and measurable area of improvement as set forth in an Educator's 
plan. A goal may peltain to any or all of the following: Educator practice in relation to 
Performance Standards, Educator practice in relation to indicators, or specified improvement in 
student learning, growth and achievement. Goals may be developed by individual Educators, by 
the Evaluator, or by teams, departments, or groups of Educators who have the same role. 

q. *Measurable: That which can be classified or estimated in relation to a scale, rubric, or 

standards. 

r. Multiple Measures of Student Learning: Measures must include a combination of classroom, 
school and district assessments, student growth percentiles on state assessments, if state 
assessments are available, and student MBPf. WIDA gain scores. This definition may be revised 
as required by regulations or agreement of the parties upon issuance of ESE guidance expected 
by July 2012. 

s. *Observation: A data gathering process that includes notes and judgments made during one or 
more classroom or worksite visits(s) of no less than 10 minutes in duration by the Evaluator and 
may include examination of artifacts of practice including student work. Classroom or worksite 
observations conducted pursuant to this article must result in written feedback to the Educator. 

Normal supervisory responsibilities of department, building and district administrators will also 
cause administrators to drop in on classes and other activities in the worksite at various times as 
deemed necessary by the administrator. Carrying out these supervisory responsibilities, when 
they do not result in targeted and constructive feedback to the Educator, are not observations as 
defined in this Article. In the case of an announced observation. the observation shall be 
scheduled at a mutually agreeable time for the educator and evaluator. 

t. Parties: The parties to this agreement are the Quincy School Committee and the Quincy 
Education Association, Inc., which represents the Educators covered by this agreement for 
purposes of collective bargaining ("Employee Organization! Association"). 

u. *Performance Rating: Describes the Educator's performance on each performance standard 
and overall. There shall be four performance ratings: 

" Exemplary: the Educator's perfOlmance consistently and significantly exceeds the 

requirements of a standard or overall. The rating of exemplary on a standard indicates 
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that practice significantly exceeds proficient and could serve as a model of practice on 
that standard district-wide. 

w Proficient: the Educator's performance fully and consistently meets the requirements of a 
standard or overall. Proficient practice is understood to be fully satisfactory. 

" Needs Improvement: the Educator's performance on a standard or overall is below the 
requirements of a standard or overall, but is not considered to be unsatisfactory at this 
time. Improvement is necessary and expected. 

" Unsatisfactory: the Educator's performance on a standard or overall has not significantly 
improved following a rating of needs improvement, or the Educator's performance is 
consistently below the requirements of a standard or overall and is considered inadequate, 
or both. 

v. *Performance Standards: Locally developed standards and indicators pursuant to M.G.L. c. 71, 
§ 38 and consistent with, and supplemental to 603 CMR 35.00. The patties may agree to limit 
standards and indicators to those set fotth in 603 CMR 35.03. 

w. *Profcssional Tcachcr Status: PTS is the status granted to an Educator pursuant to M.G.L. c. 
71, § 41. 

x. Rating of Educator Impact on Student Leal'Jling: A rating of high, moderate or low based on 
trends and patterns on state assessments and district-determined measures. The patties will 
negotiate the process for using state and district-determined measures to arrive at an Educator's 
rating of impact on student learning, growth and achievement, using guidance and model 
contract language from ESE, expected by July 2012. 

y. Rating of Overall Educator Performance: The Educator's overall performance rating is based 
on the Evaluator's professional judgment and examination of evidence of the Educator's 
performance against the four Performance Standards and the Educator's attainment of goals set 
forth in the Educator Plan, as follows: 

i. Standard 1: Curriculum, Planning and Assessment 

ii. Standard 2: Teaching All Students 

iii. Standard 3: Family and Community Engagement 

iv. Standard 4: Professional Culture 

v. Attainment of Professional Practice Goal(s) 

vi. Attainment of Student Learning Goal(s) 

z. *Rubric: A scoring tool that describes characteristics of practice or artifacts at different levels 
of performance. The rubrics for Standards and Indicators of Effective Teaching Practice are 
used to rate Educators on Performance Standards, these rubrics consists of: 
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i. Standards: Describes broad categories of professional practice, including those required 
in 603 CMR 35.03 

ii. Indicators: Describes aspects of each standard, including those required in 603 CMR 
35.03 

lll. Elements: Defines the individual components under each indicator 

iv. Descriptors: Describes practice at four levels of performance for each element 

aa. *Summative Evaluation: An evaluation used to anive at a rating on each standard, an overall 
rating, and as a basis to make personnel decisions. The summative evaluation includes the 

Evaluator's judgments of the Educator's performance against Performance Standards and the 
Educator's attainment of goals set forth in the Educator's Plan. 

bb. *Superintendcnt: The person employed by the school committee pursuant to M.O.L. c. 71 §59 
and §59A. The superintendent is responsible for the implementation of 603 CMR 35.00. 

cc. *Teacher: An Educator employed in a position requiring a certificate 01' license as described in 
603 CMR 7.04(3)(a, b, and d) and in the area of vocational education as provided in 603 CMR 
4.00. Teachers may include, for example, classroom teachers, librarians, guidance counselors, 01' 

school nurses. 

dd. *Trends in student learning: At least two years of data from the district-determined measures 

and state assessments used in determining the Educator's rating on impact on student learning as 
high, moderate 01' low. 

3) Evidencc Used In Evaluation 
The following categories of evidence shall be used in evaluating each Educator: 

a. Multiple measures of student learning, grow1h, and achievement, which shall include: 

i. Measures of student progress on classroom assessments that are aligned with the 
Massachusetts Curriculum Frameworks 01' other relevant frameworks and are comparable 
within grades 01' subjects in a school; 

ii. At least two district-determined measures of student learning related to the Massachusetts 
Curriculum Frameworks 01' the Massachusetts Vocational Technical Education 
Frameworks or other relevant frameworks that are comparable across grades and/or 
subjects district-wide. These measures may include: pOltfolios, approved commercial 
assessments and district-developed pre and post unit and course assessments, and 
capstone projects. One such measure shall be the MCAS Student Orow1h Percentile 
(SOP) or Massachusetts English Proficiency Assessment gain scores, if applicable, in 
which case at least two years of data is required. 
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lll. Measures of student progress and/or achievement toward student learning goals set 
between the Educator and Evaluator for the school year or some other period of time 
established in the Educator Plan. 

iv. For Educators whose primary role is not as a classroom teacher, the appropriate measures 
of the Educator's contribution to student learning, growth, and achievement set by the 
district. The measures set by the district should be based on the Educator's role and 
responsibility. 

b. Judgments based on observations and artifacts of practice including: 

i. Unannounced observations of practice of not less than 10 minutes in duration. 

ii. Announced observation(s) for non-PTS Educators in their first year of practice in a 
school, Educators on Improvement Plans, and as determined by the Evaluator. 

iii. Examination of Educator work products. 

iv. Examination of student work samples. 

c. Evidence relevant to one or more Performance Standards, including but not limited to: 

1. Evidence compiled and presented by the Educator, including: 

1. Evidence of fulfillment of professional responsibilities and growth such as self

assessments, peer collaboration, professional development linked to goals in the 
Educator plans, contributions to the school community and professional culture; 

2. Evidence of active outreach to and engagement with families; 

ii) Evidence of progress towards professional practice goal(s); 

iii) Evidence of progress toward student learning outcomes goal(s). 

iv) Student and Staff Feedback - see # 23-24, below; and 

v) Any other relevant evidence from any source that the Evaluator shares with the Educator. Other 
relevant evidence could include information provided by other administrators such as the 
superintendent. 

4) Rubric 

The rubrics are a scoring tool used for the Educator's self-assessment, the formative assessment, the formative 
evaluation and the summative evaluation. The districts may use either the rubrics provided by ESE or 
comparably rigorous and comprehensive rubrics developed or adopted by the district and reviewed by ESE. 

5) Evaluation Cycle: Training 
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a. Prior to the implementation of the new evaluation process contained in this atticle, districts shall 
arrange training for all Educators, principals, and other evaluators that outlines the components 
ofthe new evaluation process and provides an explanation of the evaluation cycle. The district 
through the superintendent shall determine the type and quality of training based on guidance 
provided by ESE. 

b. By November 1st of the first year of this agreement, all Educators shall complete a professional 
learning activity about self-assessment and goal-setting satisfactory to the superintendent or 
principal. Any Educator hired after the November I st date, and who has not previously 
completed such an activity, shall complete such a professional learning activity about self
assessment and goal-setting within three months of the date of hire. The district through the 
superintendent shall determine the type and quality of the learning activity based on guidance 
provided by ESE. 

6) Evaluation Cycle: Annual Orientation 

a. At the statt of each school year, the superintendent, principal or designee shall conduct a meeting 
for Educators and Evaluators focused substantially on educator evaluation. The superintendent, 
principal or designee shall: 

i. Provide an overview ofthe evaluation process, including goal setting and the educator 
plans. 

ii. Provide all Educators with directions for obtaining a copy of the forms used by the 
district. These may be electronically provided. 

iii. The faculty meeting may be digitally recorded to facilitate orientation of Educators hired 
after the beginning of the school year. 

7) Evaluation Cycle: Self-Assessment 

a. Completing the Self-Assessment 

1. The evaluation cycle begins with the Educator completing and submitting to the Primary 

01' Supervising Evaluator a self-assessment by October 1st 01' within four weeks of the 
start of their employment at the school. 

ii. The self-assessment includes: 

I. An analysis of evidence of student learning, growth and achievement for students 
under the Educator's responsibility. 

2. An assessment of practice against each of the foul' Performance Standards of 
effective practice using the district's rubric. 

3. Proposed goals to pursue: 

a. At least one goal directly related to improving the Educator's own 
professional practice. 
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b. At least one goal directed related to improving student learning. 

b. Proposing the goals 

1. Educators must consider goals for grade-level, subject -area, department teams, or other 

groups of Educators who share responsibility for student learning and results, except as 

provided in (ii) below. Educators may meet with teams to consider establishing team 

goals. Evaluators may pm1icipate in such meetings. 

ii. For Educators in their first year of practice, the Evaluator or his/her designee will meet 

with each Educator by October 1 sl (or within four weeks of the Educator's first day of 

employment if the Educator begins employment after September ISlh) to assist the 

Educator in completing the self-assessment and drafting the professional practice and 

student learning goals which must include induction and mentoring activities. 

iii. Unless the Evaluator indicates that an Educator in his/her second or third years of 

practice should continue to address induction and mentoring goals pursuant to 603 CMR 

7.12, the Educator may address shared grade level or subject area team goals. 

iv. For Educators with PTS and ratings of proficient or exemplary, the goals may be team 

goals. In addition, these Educators may include individual professional practice goals that 

address enhancing skills that enable the Educator to share proficient practices with 
colleagues or develop leadership skills. 

v. For Educators with PTS and ratings of needs improvement or unsatisfactory, the 

professional practice goal(s) must address specific standards and indicators identified for 

improvement. In addition, the goals may address shared grade level or subject area team 

goals. 

8) Evaluation Cycle: Goal Setting and Development of the Educator Plan 

a. Every Educator has an Educator Plan that includes, but is not limited to, one goal related to the 

improvement of practice; one goal for the improvement of student learning. The Plan also 

outlines actions the Educator must take to attain the goals established in the Plan and 

benchmarks to assess progress. Goals may be developed by individual Educators, by the 

Evaluator, or by teams, departments, or groups of Educators who have the similar roles and/or 

responsibilities. See Sections 15-19 for more on Educator Plans. 

b. To determine the goals to be included in the Educator Plan, the Evaluator reviews the goals the 

Educator has proposed in the Self-Assessment, using evidence of Educator performance and 

impact on student learning, growth and achievement based on the Educator's self-assessment and 

other sources that Evaluator shares with the Educator. The parties agree to bargain over the 
impact of this regulatory requirement (see Section 22) after guidance has been issued by ESE. 

c. Educator Plan Development Meetings shall be conducted as follows: 
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i. Educators in the same school may meet with the Evaluator in teams and/or individually at 
the end of the previous evaluation cycle or by October 15th of the next academic year to 
develop their Educator Plan. Educators shall not be expected to meet during the summer 
hiatus. 

n. For those Educators new to the school, the meeting with the Evaluator to establish the 
Educator Plan must occur by October 15th or within six weeks of the statt of their 
assignment in that school 

iii. The Evaluator shall meet individually with Educators with PTS and ratings of needs 
improvement or unsatisfactory to develop professional practice goal(s) that must address 
specific standards and indicators identified for improvement. In addition, the goals may 
address shared grade level or subject matter goals. 

d. The Evaluator completes the Educator Plan by November 1st. The Educator shall sign the 
Educator Plan within 5 school days of its receipt and may include a written response. The 
Educator's signature indicates that the Educator received the plan in a timely fashion. The 
signature does not indicate agreement or disagreement with its contents. The Evaluator retains 
final authority over the content of the Educator's Plan. 

9) Evaluation Cycle: Observation of Practice and Examination of Artifacts - Educators without PTS 

a. In the first year of practice or first year assigned to a school: 

i. The Educator shall have at least one announced observation during the school year using 
the protocol described in section lIB, below. 

ii. The Educator shall have at least four unannounced observations during the school year. 

b. In their second and third years of practice or second and third years as a non-PTS Educator in the 
school: 

i. The Educator shall have at least three unannounced observations during the school year. 

10) Evaluation Cycle: Observation of Pl' act ice and Examination of Artifacts - Educators with PTS 

a. The Educator whose overall rating is proficient or exemplary must have at least one 
unannounced observation during the evaluation cycle. 

b. The Educator whose overall rating is needs improvement must be observed according to the 
Directed Growth Plan during the period of Plan which must include at least two unannounced 
observations. 

c. The Educator whose overall rating is unsatisfactory must be observed according to the 
Improvement Plan which must include both unannounced and announced observation. The 
number and frequency of the observations shall be determined by the Evaluator, but in no case, 
for improvement plans of one year, shall there be fewer than one announced and four 
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unannounced observations. For Improvement Plans of six months or fewer, there must be no 

fewer than one announced and two unannounced observations. 

11) 0 bservations 

The Evaluator's first observation ofthe Educator should take place by November 15. Observations 

required by the Educator Plan should be completed by May 15th. The Evaluator may conduct additional 

observations after this date. 

The Evaluator is not required nor expected to review all the indicators in a rubric during an observation. 

a. Unannounced Observations 

i. Unannounced observations may be in the form of partial or full-period classroom 

visitations, but not less than 10 minutes in duration, Instructional Rounds, Walkthroughs, 

Learning Walks, or any other means deemed useful by the Evaluator, principal, 

superintendent or other administrator. 

ii. The Educator will be provided with at least brief written feedback from the Evaluator 

within 3-5 school days of the observation. The written feedback shall be delivered to the 

Educator in person, by email, placed in the Educator's mailbox in a sealed envelope or 

mailed to the Educator's home. 

iii. Any observation or series of observations resulting in one or more standards judged to be 

unsatisfactory or needs improvement for the first time must be followed by at least one 

announced observation of at least 30 minutes in duration within 30 school days. 

b. Announced Observations 

i. All non-PTS Educators in their first year in the school, PTS Educators on Improvement 

Plans and other educators at the discretion of the evaluator shall have at least one 

Announced Observation. 

1. The Evaluator shall select the date and time of the lesson or activity to be 

observed and discuss with the Educator any specific goal(s) for the observation . . 
2. Within 5 school days ofthe scheduled obselvation, upon request of either the 

Evaluator or Educator, the Evaluator and Educator shall meet for a pre

observation conference. In lieu of a meeting, the Educator may inform the 

Evaluator in writing of the nature of the lesson, the student population served, and 

any other information that will assist the Evaluator to assess performance 

a. The Educator shall provide the Evaluator a draft of the lesson, student 

conference, IEP plan or activity. If the actual plan is different, the 

Educator will provide the Evaluator with a copy prior to the observation. 
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b. The Educator will be notified as soon as possible if the Evaluator will not 
be able to attend the scheduled observation. The observation will be 
rescheduled with the Educator as soon as reasonably practical. 

3. Within 5 school days of the observation, the Evaluator and Educator shall meet 
for a post-observation conference. This timeframe may be extended due to 

unavailability on the part of either the Evaluator or the Educator, but shall be 
rescheduled within 24 hours if possible. 

4. The Evaluator shall provide the Educator with written feedback within 5 school 
days of the post-observation conference. For any standard where the Educator's 
practice was found to be unsatisfactory or needs improvement, the feedback must: 

a. Describe the basis for the Evaluator's judgment. 

b. Describe actions the Educator should take to improve hislher performance. 

c. Identify support and/or resources the Educator may use in hislher 
improvement. 

d. State that the Educator is responsible for addressing the need for 
improvement. 

12) Evaluation Cycle: Formative Assessment 

a. A specific purpose for evaluation is to promote student learning, growth and achievement by 

providing Educators with feedback for improvement. Evaluators are expected to make frequent 
unannounced visits to classrooms. Evaluators are expected to give targeted constructive 
feedback to Educators based on their observations of practice, examination of artifacts, and 
analysis of multiple measures of student learning, growth and achievement in relation to the 
Standards and Indicators of Effective Teaching Practice. 

b. Formative Assessment may be ongoing throughout the evaluation cycle but typically takes places 
mid-cycle when a Formative Assessment report is completed. For an Educator on a two-year 
Self-Directed Growth Plan, the mid-cycle Formative Assessment report is replaced by the 
Formative Evaluation report at the end of year one. See section 13, below. 

c. The Formative Assessment report provides written feedback and ratings to the Educator about 
his/her progress towards attaining the goals set forth in the Educator Plan, performance on 
Performance Standards and overall, or both 

d. No less than two weeks before the due date for the Formative Assessment repoli, which due date 

shall be established by the Evaluator with written notice to the Educator, the Educator shall 
provide to the Evaluator evidence of family outreach and engagement, fulfillment of 
professional responsibility and growth, and progress on attaining professional practice and 
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student learning goals. The educator may provide to the evaluator additional evidence of the 
educator's performances against the four Performance Standards. 

e. Upon the request of either the Evaluator or the Educator, the Evaluator and the Educator will 
meet either before or after completion of the Formative Assessment Repoli. 

f. The Evaluator shall complete the Formative Assessment repOli and provide a copy to the 
Educator. All Formative Assessment reports must be signed by the Evaluator and delivered face
to-face, by email or in a sealed envelope to the Educator's school mailbox or home. 

g. The Educator may reply in writing to the Formative Assessment repOli within 5 school days of 
receiving the repOli. 

h. The Educator shall sign the Formative Assessment repOli by within 5 school days of receiving 
the repoli. The signature indicates that the Educator received the Formative Assessment report in 
a timely fashion. The signature does not indicate agreement or disagreement with its contents. 

1. As a result of the Formative Assessment RepOli, the Evaluator may change the activities in the 
Educator Plan. 

J. If the rating in the Formative Assessment report differs from the last summative rating the 
Educator received, the Evaluator may place the Educator on a different Educator Plan, 
appropriate to the new rating. 

13) Evaluation Cycle: Formative Evaluation for Two YeRt· Self-Directed Plans Only 

a. Educators on two year Self-Directed Growth Educator Plans receive a Formative Evaluation 
report near the end ofthe first year of the two year cycle. The Educator's performance rating for 
that year shall be assumed to be the same as the previous sununative rating unless evidence 
demonstrates a significant change in performance in which case the rating on the performance 
standards may change, and the Evaluator may place the Educator on a different Educator plan, 
appropriate to the new rating. 

b. The Formative Evaluation report provides written feedback and ratings to the Educator about 
his/her progress towards attaining the goals set forth in the Educator Plan, performance on each 
performance standard and overall, or both. 

c. No less than two weeks before the due date for the Formative Evaluation repOli, which due date 
shall be established by the Evaluator with written notice provided to the Educator, the Educator 
shaH provide to the Evaluator evidence of family outreach and engagement, fulfillment of 
professional responsibility and growth, and progress on attaining professional practice and 
student learning goals. The educator may also provide to the evaluator additional evidence of the 
educator's performance against the four Performance Standards. 
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d. The Evaluator shall complete the Formative Evaluation report and provide a copy to the 
Educator. All Formative Evaluation repOlts must be signed by the Evaluator and delivered face
to-face, by email or in a sealed envelope to the Educator's school mailbox or home. 

e. Upon the request of either the Evaluator or the Educator, the Evaluator and the Educator will 
meet either before or after completion of the Formative Evaluation Report. 

f. The Educator may reply in writing to the Formative Evaluation report within 5 school days of 
receiving the repOlt. 

g. The Educator shall sign the Formative Evaluation report by within 5 school days of receiving the 
repolt. The signature indicates that the Educator received the Formative Evaluation report in a 
timely fashion. The signature does not indicate agreement or disagreement with its contents. 

h. As a result of the Formative Evaluation report, the Evaluator may change the activities in the 
Educator Plan. 

i. If the rating in the FOlmative Evaluation repOlt differs from the last summative rating the 
Educator received, the Evaluator may place the Educator on a different Educator Plan, 
appropriate to the new rating. 

14) Evaluation Cycle: Summative Evaluation 

a. The evaluation cycle concludes with a summative evaluation report. For Educators on a one or 
two year Educator Plan, the summative report must be written and provided to the educator by 
May 15th. 

b. The Evaluator determines a rating on each standard and an overall rating based on the 
Evaluator's professional judgment, an examination of evidence against the Performance 
Standards and evidence of the attainment of the Educator Plan goals. 

c. The professional judgment of the primary evaluator shall determine the overall summative rating 
that the Educator receives. 

d. For an educator whose overall performance rating is exemplary or proficient and whose impact 
on student learning is low, the evaluator's supervisor shall discuss and review the rating with the 
evaluator and the supervisor shall confirm or revise the educator's rating. In cases where the 
superintendent serves as the primary evaluator, the superintendent's decision on the rating shall 
not be subject to review. 

e. The summative evaluation rating must be based on evidence from multiple categories of 
evidence. MCAS Growth scores shall not be the sole basis for a summative evaluation rating. 

f. To be rated proficient overall, the Educator shall, at a minimum, have been rated proficient on 
the Curriculum, Planning and Assessment and the Teaching All Students Standards of Effective 
Teaching Practice. 
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g. No less than foul' weeks before the due date for the Summative Evaluation report, which due 
date shall be established by the Evaluator with written notice provided to the Educator, the 
Educator will provide to the Evaluator evidence of family outreach and engagement, fulfillment 
of professional responsibility and growth, and progress on attaining professional practice and 
student learning goals. The educator may also provide to the evaluator additional evidence of the 
educator's performance against the four Performance Standards. 

h. The Summative Evaluation repmi should recognize areas of strength as well as identify 
recommendations for professional growth. Nothing negative in terms of rating or evidence in the 
Summative Evaluation should be presented to the Educator for the first time in the Summative 
Evaluation. 

i. The Evaluator shall deliver a signed copy of the Summative Evaluation report to the Educator 
face-to-face, by email or in a sealed envelope to the Educator's school mailbox or home no later 
than May 15'h. 

J. The Evaluator shall meet with the Educator rated needs improvement or unsatisfactory to discuss 
the summative evaluation. The meeting shall occur by June 1st. 

k. The Evaluator may meet with the Educator rated proficient or exemplary to discuss the 
summative evaluation, if either the Educator or the Evaluator requests such a meeting. The 
meeting shall occur by June 10th. 

\. Upon mutual agreement, the Educator and the Evaluator may develop the Self-Directed Growth 
Plan for the following two years during the meeting on the Summative Evaluation repmi. 

m. The Educator shall sign the final Summative Evaluation report by June 15th. The signature 
indicates that the Educator received the Summative Evaluation repmi in a timely fashion. The 
signature does not indicate agreement or disagreement with its contents. 

n. The Educator shall have the right to respond in writing to the summative evaluation which shall 
become part of the final Summative Evaluation report. 

o. A copy of the signed final Summative Evaluation repoli shall be filed in the Educator's 
personnel file. 

15) Educator Plans - General 

a. Educator Plans shall be designed to provide Educators with feedback for improvement, 
professional growth, and leadership; and to ensure Educator effectiveness and overall system 
accountability. The Plan must be aligned to the standards and indicators and be consistent with 
district and school goals. 

b. The Educator Plan shall include, but is not limited to: 
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i. At least one goal related to improvement of practice tied to one or more Performance 
Standards; 

11. At least one goal for the improvement the learning, growth and achievement of the 
students under the Educator's responsibility; 

iii. An outline of actions the Educator must take to attain the goals and benchmarks to assess 
progress. Actions must include specified professional development and learning activities 
that the Educator will participate in as a means of obtaining the goals, as well as other 
support that may be suggested by the Evaluator or provided by the school or district. 
Examples may include but are not limited to cOUl'sework, self-study, action research, 
cUll'iculum development, study groups with peers, and implementing new programs. 

c. It is the Educator's responsibility to attain the goals in the Plan and to participate in any trainings 

and professional development provided through the state, district, or other providers in 
accordance with the Educator Plan. The District may assist the educator in securing andlor 
identifying the trainings nnd professionnl development recommended in the Plan. 

16) Educator Plans: Developing Educator Plan 

a. The Developing Educator Plan is for all Educators without PTS, and, at the discretion of the 
Evaluator, Educators with PTS in new assignments. 

b. The Educator shall be evaluated at least annually. 

17) Educator Plans: Self-Directed Growth Plan 

a. A Two-year Self-Directed Growth Plan is for those Educators with PTS who have an overall 
rating of proficient or exemplary, and after 2013-2014 whose impact on student learning is 
moderate or high. A formative evaluation report is completed at the end of year 1 and a 
summative evaluation report at the end of year 2. 

b. A One-year Self-Directed Growth Plan is for those Educators with PTS who have an overall 

rating of proficient or exemplary, and after 2013-2014 whose impact on student learning is low. 
In this case, the Evaluator and Educator shall analyze the discrepancy between the summative 
evaluation rating and the rating for impact on student learning to seek to determine the cause( s) 

of the discrepancy. 

18) Educator Plans: Directed GI'owth Plan 

a. A Directed Growth Plan is for those Educators with PTS whose overall rating is needs 

improvement. 
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b. The goals in the Plan must address areas identified as needing improvement as determined by the 

Evaluator. 

c. The Evaluator shall complete a summative evaluation for the Educator at the end of the period 
determined by the Plan, but at least annually, and in no case later than May 15th. 

d. For an Educator on a Directed Growth Plan whose overall performance rating is at least 
proficient, the Evaluator will place the Educator on a Self-Directed Growth Plan for the next 
Evaluation Cycle. 

e. For an Educator on a Directed Growth Plan whose overall performance rating is not at least 
proficient, the Evaluator will rate the Educator as unsatisfactory and will place the Educator on 
an Improvement Plan for the next Evaluation Cycle. 

19) Educator Plans: Improvement Plan 

a. An Improvement Plan is for those Educators with PTS whose overall rating is unsatisfactory. 

b. The parties agree that in order to provide students with the best instruction, it may be necessary 
from time to time to place an Educator whose practice has been rated as unsatisfactory on an 
Improvement Plan of no fewer than 30 school days and no more than one school year. In the 

case of an Educator receiving a rating of unsatisfactory neal' the close of one school year, the 
Improvement Plan may include activities that occur during the summer before the next school 
year begins. 

c. The Evaluator must complete a summative evaluation for the Educator at the end ofthe period 
determined by the Evaluator for the Plan. 

d. An Educator on an Improvement Plan shall be assigned a Supervising Evaluator (see 
definitions). The Supervising Evaluator is responsible for providing the Educator with guidance 

and assistance in accessing the resources and professional development outlined in the 
Improvement Plan. The primary evaluator may be the Supervising Evaluator. 

e. The Improvement Plan shall define the problem(s) of practice identified through the observations 
and evaluation and detail the improvement goals to be met, the activities the Educator must take 
to improve and the assistance to be provided to the Educator by the district. 

f. The Improvement Plan process shall include: 

I. Within ten school days of notification to the Educator that the Educator is being placed 
on an Improvement Plan, the Evaluator shall schedule a meeting with the Educator to 
discuss the Improvement Plan. The Evaluator will develop the Improvement Plan, which 
will include the provision of specific assistance to the Educator. 

ii. The Educator may request that a representative of the Quincy Education Association 
attend the meeting(s). 
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iii. If the Educator consents, the Quincy Education Association will be informed that an 
Educator has been placed on an Improvement Plan. 

g. The Improvement Plan shall: 

i. Define the improvement goals directly related to the performance standard(s) and/or 
student learning outcomes that must be improved; 

ii. Describe the activities and work products the Educator must complete as a means of 
improving performance; 

iii. Describe the assistance that the district will make available to the Educator; 

iv. Atliculate the measurable outcomes that will be accepted as evidence of improvement; 

v. Detail the timeline for completion of each component of the Plan, including at a 
minimum a mid-cycle formative assessment report of the relevant standard(s) and 
indicator(s); 

vi. Identify the individuals assigned to assist the Educator which must include minimally the 
Supervising Evaluator; 

vii. Be developed by the Evaluator and the Educator with the assistance of a representative 
from the Quincy Education Association if requested by the Educator. 

viii. Include the signatures of the Educator and Supervising Evaluator. 

h. A copy of the signed Plan shall be provided to the Educator. The Educator's signature indicates 
that the Educator received the Improvement Plan in a timely fashion. The signature does not 
indicate agreement or disagreement with its contents. Upon signing the Plan, the signed Plan 
shall be made accessible to the Educator. 

i. Decision on the Educator's status at the conclusion of the Improvement Plan. 

i. All determinations below must be made no later than June 1. One of three decisions must 
be made at the conclusion of the Improvement Plan: 

1. If the Evaluator determines that the Educator has improved hislher practice to the 
level of proficiency, the Educator will be placed on a Self-Directed Growth Plan. 

2. In those cases where the Educator was placed on an Improvement Plan as a result 
of hislher summative rating at the end of hislher Directed Growth Plan, if the 
Evaluator determines that the Educator is making substantial progress toward 
proficiency, the Evaluator shall place the Educator on a Directed Growth Plan. 

3. In those cases where the Educator was placed on an Improvement Plan as a result 
of his/her Summative rating at the end of hislher Directed Growth Plan, if the 
Evaluator determines that the Educator is not making substantial progress toward 
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proficiency, the Evaluator shall recommend to the superintendent that the 
Educator be dismissed. 

4. If the Evaluator determines that the Educator's practice remains at the level of 

unsatisfactory, the Evaluator shall recommend to the superintendent that the 
Educator be dismissed. 
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20. Timelines (Dates in italics are provided as guidance) 

Activity: Completed By: 

Superintendent, principal or designee meets with evaluators and September 15 
educators to explain evaluation process 

Evaluator meets with first-year educators to assist in self-assessment October 1 

and goal setting process 

Educator submits self-assessment and proposed goals 

Evaluator meets with Educators in teams or individually to establish October 15 
Educator Plans (Educator Plan may be established at Summative 
Evaluation Report meeting in prior school year) 

Evaluator completes Educator Plans November 1 

Evaluator should complete first observation of each Educator November 15 

Educator submits evidence on parent outreach, professional growth, Janumy5* 
progress on goals (and other standards, if desired) 

* or four weeks before Formative Assessment RepOlt date established 
by Evaluator 

Evaluator should complete mid-cycle Formative Assessment Reports Februmy 1 
for Educators on one-year Educator Plans 

Evaluator holds Formative Assessment Meetings if requested by Februmy 15 
either Evaluator or Educator 

Educator submits evidence on parent outreach, professional growth, April 20* 
progress on goals (and other standards, if desired) 

*01' 4 weeks prior to Summative Evaluation Report date established 
by evaluator 

Evaluator completes Summative Evaluation RepOlt May 15 

Evaluator meets with Educators whose overall Summative Evaluation June 1 
ratings are Needs Improvement or Unsatisfactory 

Evaluator meets with Educators whose ratings are proficient or June 10 
exemplary at request of Evaluator or Educator 

Educator signs Summative Evaluation RepOlt and adds response, if June 15 
any within 5 school days of receipt 
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A) Educators with PTS on Two Year Plans 

Activity: Completed By: 

Evaluator completes unannounced observation(s) Any time during the 2-
year evaluation cycle 

Evaluator completes Formative Evaluation Report June 1 of Year 1 

Evaluator conducts Formative Evaluation Meeting, if any June 1 of Year 1 

Evaluator completes Summative Evaluation Repott May 15 of Year 2 

Evaluator conducts Summative Evaluation Meeting, if any June 10 of Year 2 

Evaluator and Educator sign Summative Evaluation Report June 15 of Year 2 

B) Educators on Plans of Less than One Year 

i) The timeline for educators on Plans ofless than one year will be established in the 
Educator Plan. 

21. Career Advancement 

A) In order to attain Professional Teacher Status, the Educator should achieve ratings of proficient 
or exemplary on each Performance Standard and overall. A principal considering making an 
employment decision that would lead to PTS for any Educator who has not been rated proficient 
or exemplary on each performance standard and overall on the most recent evaluation shall 
confer with the superintendent by May 1. The principal's decision is subject to review and 
approval by the superintendent. 

B) Educators with PTS whose summative performance rating is exemplary and, after 2013-14 
whose impact on student learning is rated moderate or high, shall be recognized and rewarded 
with leadership roles, promotions, additional compensation, public commendation or other 
acknowledgement as detetmined by the district through collective bargaining where applicable. 

22. Rating Impact on Student Learning Gl'owth 

ESE will provide model contract language and guidance on rating educator impact on student learning 
growth based on state and district-determined measures of student learning. Upon receiving this model 
contract language and guidance, the parties agree to bargain with respect to this matter. 
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23. Using Student feedback in Educator Evaluation 

ESE will provide model contract language, direction and guidance on using student feedback in 
Educator Evaluation by June 30, 2013. Upon receiving this model contract language, direction and 
guidance, the patties agree to bargain with respect to this matter. 

24. Using Staff feedback in Administrator Evaluation 

ESE will provide model contract language, direction and guidance on using staff feedback in 
Administrator Evaluation by June 30, 2013. Upon receiving this model contract language, direction and 
guidance, the parties agree to bargain with respect to this matter. 

25. Transition from Existing Evaluation System 

A) The parties agree that at least 50% of the Educators in the district will be evaluated under the 
new procedures at the outset of this Agreement. In regard to the 50% of Educators evaluated 
under the new procedure, the following, in the below order ofprefercnce. will make up this 50%: 

I. All Non-professional Teacher Statns Educator Staff; 

2. Professional Educator Staff due for evaluation pursuant to former evaluation procedure 
timelines; and 

3. Professional Educator Staff pursuant to invcrse order of building seniority (i.e. person 
with least seniority within a building shall be evaluated first under new evaluation 
procedures). 

B) All Professional Educators shall be presumed to be proficient at the start of the new evaluation 
procedure and shall be placed on one (I) year self-directed growth plans. 

C) The existing evaluation system will remain in effect until the provisions set forth in this Article 
are implemented. The relevant timeframe for adopting and implementing new systems is set 
forth in 603 CMR 35.11 (1). 

26. General Provisions 

A) Only Educators who are licensed may serve as primary evaluators of Educators. 
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B) Evaluators shall not make negative comments about the Educator's performance, or comments of 
a negative evaluative nature, in the presence of students, parents or other staff, except in the 
unusual circumstance where the Evaluator concludes that s/he must immediately and directly 
intervene. Nothing in this paragraph is intended to limit an administrator's ability to investigate 
a complaint, or secure assistance to support an Educator. 

C) The superintendent shall insure that Evaluators have training in supervision and evaluation, 
including the regulations and standards and indicators of effective teaching practice promulgated 
by ESE (35.03), and the evaluation Standards and Procedures established in this Agreement. 

D) Should there be a serious disagreement between the Educator and the Evaluator regarding an 
overall summative performance rating of unsatisfactory, the Educator may meet with the 
Evaluator's supervisor to discuss the disagreement. Should the Educator request such a meeting, 
the Evaluator's supervisor must meet with the Educator. The Evaluator may attend any such 
meeting at the discretion of the superintendent. 

E) The parties agree to establish a joint labor-management evaluation team which shall review the 
evaluation processes and procedures annually through the first three years of implementation and 
recommend adjustments to the pmiies. 

F) Violations of this article are subject to the grievance and arbitration procedures. The arbitrator 
shall determine whether there was substantial compliance with the totality of the evaluation 
process. When the evaluation process results in the termination or non-renewal of an Educator, 
then no financial remedy or reinstatement shall issue if there was substantial compliance. 
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FORMS 
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Appendix A: Forms for Educator Evaluation 

Overview of Forms 

The forms included in this Appendix are suggested templates, provided as tools to support educators and 
evaluators as they implement the new educator evaluation framework. For all of these forms, additional 
pages may be attached as needed. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Educator Tracking Sheet. This form is intended to be used to track the completion of each step 
throughout the educator's evaluation process. It will be completed by the educator in conjunction 
with hislher primary (and possibly supervising) evaluator. 

Self·Assessment Form, This form is intended to be used in support of Step 1: Self·Assessment, 
the educator's initial step of the cycle. The form can be used by individuals or teams; however, 
each individual will need to submit a self·assessment. Evaluators sign the form to indicate receipt. 
The form includes sections for the educator to complete an analysis of student learning, growth, 
and achievement and an assessment of practice against performance standards. Submission of 
this form will be noted and initialed on the Educator Tracking Sheet. 

Goal Setting Form. This form is intended to be used in support of Step 1: Self·Assessment and 
Step 2: Goal Setting and Plan Development. Individuals and teams may use this form to propose 
goals (a minimum of one student learning goal and one professional practice goal). The form 
should initially be submitted with the Self·Assessment Form with the box "Proposed Goals" 
checked. If the goals are approved as written, the evaluator will check the box "Final Goals" and 
include a copy of the form with the Educator Plan Form. If the goals undergo further refinement, 
edits may be made to the original, or the form may be rewritten. If the form is redone, the new 
form should have the box "Final Goals" cheCked and should then be attached to the Educator 
Plan Form. Submission of this form will be noted and initialed on the Educator Tracking Sheet. 

Educator Plan Form. This form is intended to be used in support of Step 2: Goal Setting and 
Plan Development. It will either be completed by the educator for a Self·Directed Growth Plan, by 
the educator and the evaluator together for a Directed Growth Plan and a Deve/oping Educator 
Plan, and by the evaluator for an Improvement Plan. Completion and/or submission of this form 
will be noted and initialed on the Educator Tracking Sheet. 

Evaluator Record of Evidence Form. This form is intended to be used by the evaluator in 
gathering evidence of an educator's practice during Step 3: Implementation of the Plan. It will be 
completed by the evaluator and may be reviewed by the educator at any time. 

Educator Collection of Evidence Form. This form is intended to be used to support the 
educator in collecting evidence of hislher practice. It will be completed by the educator and 
shared with the evaluator prior to Formative Assessment/Evaluation and Summative 
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u 

" 

• 

• 

Formative Assessment Report Form. This form is intended to be used in support of an 
educator's formative assessment (Step 4) at the mid-point of the evaluation cycle, at minimum; it 
can be used multiple times as Formative Assessment can be ongoing. It will be completed by the 
evaluator. Evaluators are not required to assess both progress toward goals and performance on 
Standards; they will check off whether they are evaluating "Progress toward Attaining Goals," 
"Performance on each Standard," or both. Evaluators will provide a brief narrative of progress that 
includes feedback for improvement. Educators sign off to indicate that they have received a copy 
of the report and may use the Educator Response Form to provide a written response. 
Completion of this form will be noted and initialed on the Educator Tracking Sheet. 

Formative Evaluation Report Form. This form is intended to be used in support of an 
educator's formative evaluation at the end of year one of a two-year Self-Directed Growth Plan. It 
will be completed by the evaluator. Evaluators are not required to assess both progress toward 
goals and performance on Standards; they will check off whether they are evaluating "Progress 
toward Attaining Goals," "Performance on each Standard," or both. Evaluators will provide a brief 
narrative of progress that includes feedback for improvement. At the point of Formative 
Evaluation, the overall rating is assumed to be the same as the prior summative evaluation 
unless evidence demonstrates a significant change in performance leading to a change in Overall 
Rating and, possibly, Educator Plan. If there is a change in rating, evaluators must provide 
comments on each of the four Standards briefly describing why the rating has changed, the 
evidence that led to a change in rating, and offering feedback for improvement (evaluators are 
encouraged to provide comments even if there is no change to ensure that educators have a 
clear sense of their progress and performance and receive feedback for improvement). 
Educators sign off to indicate that they have received a copy of the report and may use the 
Educator Response Form to provide a written response. Completion of this form will be noted 
and initialed on the Educator Tracking Sheet. 

Summative Evaluation Report Form. This form is intended to be used for Step 5: Summative 
Evaluation. This form applies to all Educator Plans. It will be completed by the evaluator. The 
evaluator must complete all sections, which are: "Attainment of Student Learning Goal(s)," 
"Attainment of Professional Practice Goal(s), "Rating on each Standard," "Overall Performance 
Rating," and "Plan Moving Forward." Evaluators must provide comments on the student learning 
goal(s), professional practice goal(s), each of the four Standards, and the overall rating briefly 
describing the level of attainment or performance rating, the eVidence that led to the level of 
attainrnent/rating, and offering feedback for improvement. Educators sign off to indicate that they 
have received a copy of the report and may use the Educator Response Form to provide a 
written response. Completion of this form will be noted and initialed on the Educator Tracking 
Sheet. 

Educator Response Form. This form is intended to be used in support of the educator, should 
he/she want to have a formal response to any part of the evaluation process kept on record. It will 
be completed by the educator; the evaluator will sign to acknowledge receipt. If the form is 
submitted in response to the Formative Assessment/Evaluation or to the Summative Evaluation, 
receipt of the response will also be noted and initialed on the Educator Tracking Sheet. 
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Evaluation Tracking Sheet 

Educator-NamelTitle: 

Primary Evaluator-NamelTitle: 

Supervising Evaluator, if any-NamefTitie/Role in evaluation: 

School(s): 

Educator Plan: o Self-Directed Growth Plan o Directed Growth Plan o Developing Educator Plan o Improvement Plan 

Plan Duration: o 2-Year DOne-Year o Less than a year _____ _ 

.'.<,." ..•• .•.•. .'." .. ' ·····i .... , ." .. ' ' ... ······..I.Edlicato/ I:valU~t9Mj . Evaluation Step .. ' ..•. ' . . . Date s .. '. . ........... '. . '< '.' ...... ., . i·.··.·· ." .... . '" ......... , ........ ( t.. ·· ... Initials •. i ··i.l1itlals . 

Self-Assessment received by evaluator 

Educator Plan development completed 

o Formative Assessment conference, if any' o Formative Evaluation conference, if any 2 

o Formative Assessment Report completed o Formative Evaluation Report completed 3 

Educator response, if any, received by evaluator' 

Summative Evaluation conference, if any 

Summative Evaluation Report completed 

Educator response, if any, received by evaluator 

1 As per the Massachusetts Model System for Educator Evaluation Contract Language, evaluation conferences are 
required for ratings of Needs Improvement and Unsatisfactory but conferences may be requested by either the 
educator or evaluator for any Educator Plan. The conference may occur before or after the Report is completed; the 
sequence in the above table does not denote required chronological order. 

2 Formative Evaluation only occurs at the end of the first year of a two-year Self-Directed Growth Plan. 

3 The educator's formative evaluation rating at the end of the first year of the two-year cycle shall be the same as the 
previous summative rating unless evidence demonstrates a significant change in performance. In such a case, the 
rating on the formative evaluation may change. Assigning ratings is optional during Formative Assessment. 

4 An educator may provide written comments to the evaluator at any time using the Educator Response Form but 603 
CMR 35.06 ensures that educators have an opportunity to respond to the Formative Assessment, Formative 
Evaluation, and Summative Evaluation in writing. 
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Self-Assessment Form 
-0/ 

Educator-Namerritle: 

Primary Evaluator-NamefTitle: 

Supervising Evaluator, if any-NamefTitle/Role in evaluation: ___________ _ 

School(s): __________________________ _ 

.......•••..•... ~art1.:Ahalysis()fst4dentLearnJn~.Gr()~th,~l1dAc~i~~~ln~l1~J..:.: ..... 
Brief/ysummilriz(i .a((!aS.of sttel1yth. all.~ hiilh-priQfily(xmcjerllll for.st(l(jenls·l1.fI~(ir.yql!frftsPQ!f$lbiliW(Qr 
theuPGOmillgSGhoOI)'(!ar.Cite.evicienG~su9h·asre$ul.lsfrom.~VaililPle.~s~(!lismimtll;Tbi$fQ&(f) •. "· .. '.' .. · .• '.' .•. 
shotllel beinciivldual/y slJbmittedbYeduciltor,butP.artt;caria/sobeused byllldiVid!lil/ii al)(J/o{ t(!8iJjs .• 

WhOr)!nItYtevieW~~dan~/YZeSWdellt~%d3CMk15.()${2)(a)i •·•··· ........ 22 •••. •· ..C,·;i· .... ··.X.,· 

Team, if applicable: __________________________ _ 

List Team Members below: 
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Self-Assessment Form 

Educator-NamemUe: 

. .. Part 2: •. Assessment,of .. PracticElAgaimd Petf()rrtlanc~Staf19afd~i' .• " ................. . 
Citin".yaurdistricl's peliafll1fJljce rubric, brieflystif/1f/1ari~eareas ofsl[engthfJndl1ig(lipriaritV~r€!(l? f()r·· 
grow/h..,freas·tr/aylilrqetspecifio S'/fJncJilf(/S, .lnc1/oatars,qrElemellts,o'·sPfJO .f/1ul(ipfeindidatarSP(· •. 
Elementswit/Jin .or acrass St€!Odards.The fa':f/1sh6uldbeindividua}ly~u btr/itfedbyedIHill!qr,. bUfRart; 
2 can alsabe (J~edby teaf/1~ in prepanitian far prappsingt(!am gda/s,.· . . .. ,. i· . ..... . 

..•.•. .... ••... . ..... .•.. . ... ..• . ···603CMR·35JJ6(2)(a)2· ........ . ••.•..••.... ........;. 

Team, if applicable: _________________________ _ 

List Team Members below: 

Signature of Educator __________________ Date _____ _ 

Signature of Evaluator __________________ ,Date _____ _ 

* The evaluator's signature indicates that he or she has received a copy of the self-assessment form and the goal 
setting form with proposed goals. It does not denote approval of the goals. 
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Goal Setting Form 
= 

Educator-NamefTitle: 

Primary Evaluator-NamefTitle: 

Supervising Evaluator, if any-NamefTitie/Role in evaluation: ______________ _ 

School(s): 

Check all that apply 1: 0 Proposed Goals 0 Final Goals Date: 

A minimum of one student learning goal and one professional practice goal are required. Team 
goals must be considered per 603 CMR 35.06(3)(b). Attach pages as needed for additional 
goals or revisions made to proposed goals during the development of the Educator Plan. 

~iUd~nrl.~ar~ir!I~MA~"Goat.·····.i;I ••.. ··."ptoIessiori~1 .• pr~~~lh~$MAR:'FG6~li1 
• Gil.·e •.... C.k .....•. W. h ....• " .. · ...... t. h .... ery .. O .•. '.81 .... i .. S ... ind .•.. iVid. U .. ?'. or.l.eam .• :...... . .. ' •.•••• ' •..•..•.....••••.•... •.•. C ..... h .... e. C ...•. k ..•....•..•.. IV .... IJ .. " ..... t./l.e ... r ...... g .. 0 .. 81. i.8 ... iQ ...• .d ...... iV.irf<.·.U .. 8.1 .... o ... '.· ...•. I .. e. 8 ... in ... '.· ..•.•. ·.· .. · •.•....•. · •. · ..•.. · .... • ' ••• write/eam name if 8pplicabl'f' .' ". . .• ·I·~i..w.iilete8mf!.8(niJifapplicaflle...·.; .• 

o Individual o Individual o Team: _____________ _ o Team: ____________ _ 

SMART: S=Specific and Strategic; M=Measurable; A=Action Oriented; 
R=Rigorous, Realistic, and Results-Focused; T=Timed and Tracked 

1 If proposed goals change during Plan Development, edits may be recorded directly on original sheet or revised goal 
may be recorded on a new sheet. If proposed goals are approved as written, a separate sheet is not required. 
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, 

Educator Plan Form 

Educator-NamemUe: 

Primary Evaluator-Namemtle: ____________________ _ 

Supervising Evaluator, if any-Namemtie/Role in evaluation: ___________ _ 

School(s): __________________________ _ 

Educator Plan: o Self-Directed Growth Plan o Directed Growth Plan o Developing Educator Plan o Improvement Plan' 

Plan Duration: o 2-Year DOne-Year o Less than a year ____ _ 

Start Date: _________ _ End Date: ________ _ 

o Goal Setting Form with final goals is attached to the Educator Plan. 
Some activities may apply to the pursuit of multiple goals or types of goals (student learning or 
professional practice). Attach additional pages as necessary. 

. ...... . ••.•..•....... · .• · ..... Stodenti.e~.rningiGo~l(~l;Planl1e~ActiVitie~p;·~~..<, .. 
De$cribeac/ions the·· educatorwill.taketo atlainlhEi. stuqent .lea.rrinrtf1.lJa!(S}.·.\ •• · •. ··. \\ < 

,A,cfivJ1ies.may.apply. tofndividualand/Q[ team: Attaoh aclqitionalpages.asrifiegfj(Ji· . 
-,,'_ - ',< - - _- .' - ,'_' '_' ;,0 " _'_ ,'_ ',' _', _ - ,_ _ - _>,' ' __ ' _ _ __ " -:- "_ -', _' ___ ._,"'. - - ","". ',' ",,,_,., _', 

Action 
Supports/Resources from 

SchoollDistrict1 

'Additional detail may be attached if needed 
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Educator Plan Form 
= 

Educator-NamefTitle: 

•. <' .' .~. ' ". . .•.. •. ...... ' .. '.. . ." '. .•. •... ' . .... . ..••.•. . ••.. < ..• 
'. ..' Professi.onatgrac:ticeqoal (s): P lann~d Ac:th'itl~s"'.>./i .• 

Describe·.actions ·tiJee.cJuqato(vV//I tageto attlJin the. professional pracfticl3~?al(s)::;;" . 
Activities may apply to individua/and/orteami Attach Bddifionaipages as n:eedecJ! ..... 

'" .... ." .. ' .... '. ..' ..... " '--'- . ' .. " .... '. .... .. .,... 

Action 
Supports/Resources from Timeline or 

SchooliDistrict1 Frequency 

This Educator Plan is "designed to provide educators with feedback for improvement, 
professional growth, and leadership," is "aligned to statewide Standards and Indicators 
in 603 CMR 35,00 and local Performance Standards," and "is consistent with district and 

school goals," (see 603 CMR 35.06 (3)(d) and 603 CMR 35.06(3)(Q.) 

Signature of Evaluator __________________ Oate. _____ _ 

Signature of Educator ___________________ Oate. _____ _ 

• As the evaluator retains final authority over goals to be included in an educator's plan (see 603 CMR 35.06(3)(cl), 
Ihe signature of the educator indicates that he or she has received Ihe Goal Setting Form with the "Final Goal" box 
checked, indicating the evaluator's approval of the goals. The educator's signature does not necessarily denote 
agreement wilh the goals. Regardless of agreement with the final goals, Signature indicates recognition that "It is the 
educator's responsibility to attain the goals in the plan and to participate in any trainings and professional 
development provided through the state, district, or other providers in accordance with the Educator Plan." (see 603 
CMR 35.06(4l) 

I Must identify means for educator to receive feedback for improvement per 603 CMR 35.06(3)(<1) 
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Evaluator Record of Evidence Form lEDUCATION 

Educator-NamerTitle: 

Primary Evaluator-NamerTitle: ______________________ _ 

Supervising Evaluator, if any-NamefTitie/Role in evaluation: 

School(s): __________________________ _ 

Academic Year: Educator Plan and Duration: ____________ _ 

I ·$tanda.· .. ·.·.rdS .. · ••. a."., ... d ..•.•... ?' .. n .•. d.· ... i.C ..•• ·.a.·.·.··.t ... o ..•.... · .. r.:.·.· .. S.· .•. ·.·.,., .. f.6.·'·'.r ... E ..• · ....... ff .. ·., .. e.· .. , .• • .. c,.' ti ... ,'!.· .. ·. e .••• · .... l ... '···.e. a.· .• ,.·~ .. h .• ·.I.n .• ··.g.<p .. rac .•. ·.t.i .. C .... ·.·.e.· .... :,· .•. • ••. R.·.·.·.· ...•. u ... · ... h. r.,.i.C .•. ·.·•• ..•.... O ..•..•. I.I~lil'l~. 
'. ,.' .,. ,'.' ... ' ....... " ... . ",.as.per.603GMR35.03 .... , .... ' ... " ............. '., 

Th.eevaluator$houid trackcollectiqn·tqensuretha(suj'fi.cient eVidence.hasbeengather.ed. 

I. Curriculum, Planning, II. Teaching All III. Family & Community IV. Professional 
& Assessment Students Engagement Culture 

o I-A. Curriculum and 
Planning 

o I-B. Assessment 

o I-C. Analysis 

o II-A. Instruction o III-A. Engagement 

o II-B. Learning Environment lOlli-B. Collaboration 

o II-C. Cultural Proficiency lOlli-C. Communication 

o II-D. Expectations 

o IV-A. Reflection 

o IV-B. Professional Growth 

o IV-C. Collaboration 

o IV-D. Decision-making 

o IV-E. Shared 
Responsibility 

o IV-F. Professional 
Responsibilities 

* The Rubric Outline is intended to be used for citing Standards and Indicators. Evaluators should review the full rubric for 
analysis of evidence and determination of ratings 
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Evaluator Record of Evidence Form 

Educator: 

. Date • SO\Jrce()fS~al'ldl3J"d(~)1 
(ReCdrd~8teEvidence* .. Indicator(s)· 
• Ofc()I/~t;tio.n, • (e,g.,p.8!ert ··t:!0!'fS~8ndard(s) .. 
..... dura/Ion lfi·conwenee• ,.. .. 8ndlndJcato~(s) to. 
applicable)' observation) . which evidenceis. 

EX: 11/8/11 I EX: unit plans, I EX: 1-8 
benchmark 
data 

tie.d 

Evaluator: _______________ _ 

. ..... .. ..A9?ly~isofE:vjdence ...•.... . ..... ' ... Feedb~ckProvideg 
. Recordn()les"based.onobservaticmsandaftifact§9!prore,$s}ona/· '. ·.8riefl)l.i~co(df,;edbackgiverJ loeducalof(e:g" 

practice,.includi(}gli,!annotJ,!ced 9bse,,!a~ioQ:;9fti@c.ticeofa(ly.dura.tion" ...... "s}ffmgtfJs f/tcqgnized, .suggeslionsfor . 
orolherforrns.of~videnQ~I()supportde.tef!fJJlJi(lg.ra.lirigs o:nSrondards '.. ;mpf()ve((lent) . 

. '.' . . as per 60:J CMR:JS:OT' . . . .' 

EX: unit plans were appropriately modified after analysis of benchmark 
data to better reflect student performance at mid-point of semester 

EX: recognized strong adjustment to practice, 
suggested teacher collaborate with team on 
backward curriculum mapping 

-note if classroom observations are announced or unannounced 
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Educator Collection of Evidence Form 

Educator-NamefTitle: 

Primary Evaluator-NamefTitle: 

Supervising Evaluator, if any-NamefTitle/Role in evaluation: 

School(s): 

Evidence pertains to (check all that apply)': 

o Fulfillment of professional responsibilities and growth 
o Evidence of outreach to and ongoing engagement with families 
o Progress toward attaining student learning goal(s) 
o Progress toward attaining professional practice goal(s) o Other: ____________________________ _ 

. .... ... ........ ...' .• \SummaryOfi:vidense<.i ....... . 
Summaiize .lfJe ·eyiclenceCQrnpi!ed IQ. be pre~ente1·IQ·ftV~11l(lIOrwllh abriel'ljrial)l~is(.; .• "'{i.;:· 

. . . Atlachaaditlonalpages asneeaed; . .. 

Signature of Educator __________________ ,Date _____ _ 

Signature of Evaluator __________________ ,Date _____ _ 

o Attachment(s) included 

1 Per 603 CMR 35.07(1)(c)1, "Evidence compiled and presented by the educator includ[es]: 1. Evidence of fulfillment 
of professional responsibilities and growth, such as: self-assessments; peer collaboration; professional development 
linked to goals and or educator plans; contributions to the school community and professional cuiture; 2. Evidence of 
active outreach to and ongoing engagement with families." However, educator collection of evidence is not limited to 
these areas. 
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Formative Assessment Report Form 

Educator-NamefTitle: 

Primary Evaluator-NamefTitle: 

Supervising Evaluator, if any-Namemtie/Role in evaluation: ___________ _ 

School(s): __________________________ _ 

Assessing I; 

o Progress toward attaining goals o Performance on Standards o Both 

Progress.Toward Student Learning Gpal(s) ..•••.. • .•......••.•. . ./ 
Describe cwrentleve/of progressand feedback.forimprove(J1ent. Attachadditionalpages (lS Mfideci;( 

.•.. < ProgressT()W.ardProfessionaIPrCl'cliceGoal(sj····.· 
Describe current levelofprogress.Allaq/iadditionalpages as needed; 

i··.··. • <:.>. 

1 As per 603 CMR 35.02 and 603 CMR 35.06(5). formative assessment shall mean the process used to assess 
progress towards attaining goals set forth in educator plans, performance on performance standards, or both. 
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Formative Assessment Report Form 

Educator -NamefTitle: 

. - '.' • '.<'.. ...... .• ....> .•. , 
Performance on E.ach Standard. . ..... ,.... . ...... " .. ,.". 

Describe performance and feedback for improvement.Attachadditionalpagesasneeded . . ' < ", •. ' 

I: Curriculum, Planning, & Assessment 

II: Teaching All Students 

III: Family & Community Engagement 

IV: Professional Culture 

The educator shall have the opportunity to respond in writing to the formative 
assessment as per 603 CMR 35.06(5)(c) on the Educator Response Form. 

Signature of Evaluator _____________ Date Completed: ______ _ 

Signature of Educator* _____________ Date Received: 

* Signature of the educator indicates acknowledgement of this report; it does not necessarily denote 
agreement with the contents of the report. Educators have the opportunity to respond to this report in 
writing and may use the Educator Report Form. 
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Formative Evaluation Report Form 

* For educators on two-year Self-Directed Growth Plans at the end of Year One of the cycle 

Educator-Namerritle: 

Primary Evaluator-Namerritle: _____________________ _ 

Supervising Evaluator, if any-Namerritle/Role in evaluation: ___________ _ 

School(s): 

o Progress toward attaining goals o Performance on Standards 

ProgressToward$tlid~llt Lear'1ing(3oal(s) . 
.. Allqch addiliona/pagesas. needed. 

o Both 

o Did not meet 0 Some progress 0 Significant Progress 0 Met 

Rationale, evidence, and feedback for improvement: 

o Exceeded 

PrpgressTowardJ'rotessionaJPract!ce~pal{s;Y··· .< .•.. 
. Attach fjdditionfjlpagesi1s needed. 

o Did not meet 0 Some progress 0 Significant Progress 0 Met 

Rationale, evidence, and feedback for improvement: 

o Exceeded 

, As per 603 CMR 35.02 and 603 CMR 35.06(5). formative evaluation shall mean the process used to assess 
progress towards attaining goals set forth in educator plans, performance on performance standards, or both. 
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Formative Evaluation Report Form 

Educator-NamerTitle: 

o Evaluator is assigning same ratings as prior Summative Evaluation; no comments needed 

o Evaluator is assigning ratings that differ from prior Summative Evaluation; comments are required 

. . : ........ ' .... ..... 
•...•.. < . •.•.... .... .'. '>«i f >!;c3 

. ...... .' . >< . Rating on Each Standilrd .......... i.. • .....i. .. . '.. . .... . '.' ...... • .... ,.'. >:.f 

I: Curriculum, Planning, o Unsatisfactory o Needs Improvement o Proficient o Exemplary 
& Assessment 

Rationale, evidence, and feedback for im12rovement: 

II: Teaching All o Unsatisfactory o Needs Improvement o Proficient o Exemplary 
Students 

Rationale, evidence, and feedback for im12rovement: 

III: Family/Community o Unsatisfactory o Needs Improvement o Proficient o Exemplary 
Engagement 

Rationale, evidence, and feedback for im12rovement: 

IV: Professional o Unsatisfactory o Needs Improvement o Proficient o Exemplary 
Culture 

Rationale, evidence, and feedback for im12rovement: 
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Formative Evaluation Report Form 

Educator-NamelTitle: 

o Evaluator is assigning same ratings as prior Summative Evaluation; no comments needed 

o Evaluator is assigning ratings that differ from prior Summative Evaluation; comments required 

Overall Performance Rating 

o Unsatisfactory o Needs Improvement o Proficient o Exemplary 

Rationale, evidence, and feedback for improvement: 

o Self-Directed 
Growth Plan 

Plan Moying Forward 

o Directed 
Growth Plan 

o Improvement 
Plan 

o Developing Educator 
Plan 

The educator shall have the opportunity to respond in writing to the formative evaluation 
as per 603 CMR 35.06(5)(c) on the Educator Response Form. 

Signature of Evaluator _____________ Oate Completed: ______ _ 

Signature of Educator* _____________ Oate Received: ______ _ 

* Signature of the educator indicates acknowledgement of this report; it does not necessarily denote 
agreement with the contents of the report. Educators have the opportunity to respond to this report in 
writing and may use the Educator Report Form. 
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Summative Evaluation Report Form 

Educator-NamefTitle: 

Primary Evaluator-NamefTitle: _____________________ _ 

Supervising Evaluator, if any-NamefTitie/Role in evaluation: ___________ _ 

School(s): _________________________ _ 

Current Plan: D Self-Directed Growth Plan 
D Developing Educator Plan 

D Directed Growth Plan 
D Improvement Plan 

·Pr0!lres~TowardStllclen(LeamingGoal(s) ,. 
. Attach additional pagesasn??cfed, . . . 

o Did not meet 0 Some progress 0 Significant Progress 0 Met 

Rationale, evidence, and feedback for improvement: 

o Exceeded 

Progress:roward.Professi()i)al·Pracfi~~.Goal(s)·.···.·;:·· .•.. 
Aitaohadditional pages8i; need?d:· . 

o Did not meet 0 Some progress 0 Significant Progress 0 Met 

Rationale, evidence, and feedback for improvement: 
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Summative Evaluation Report Form 

Educator-NamelTitle: 

.,. . . .. ' ......... \ .•.......•....... ,. ..;'; . . Rating on Each Standard . 
. .. .. .. ., ... ..... . ... ; ... ; . . ... i. . .•••• .•. 

I: Curriculum, Planning, o Unsatisfactory o Needs Improvement o Proficient o Exemplary & Assessment 

Rationale, evidence, and feedback for im(:1rovement: 

II: Teaching All o Unsatisfactory o Needs Improvement o Proficient o Exemplary 
Students 

Rationale, evidence, and feedback for im(:1rovement: 

III: Family/Community o Unsatisfactory o Needs Improvement o Proficient o Exemplary 
Engagement 

Rationale, evidence, and feedback for im(:1rovement: 

IV: Professional o Unsatisfactory o Needs Improvement o Proficient o Exemplary 
Culture 

Rationale, evidence, and feedback for im(:1rovement: 
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Summative Evaluation Report Form 
== 

Educator-NamelTitle: 

OverailPerfonna'1ceRating 

o Unsatisfactory o Needs Improvement o Proficient o Exemplary 

Rationale, evidence, and feedback for improvement: 

o Self-Directed 
Growth Plan 

·····PJa l1 l111ovingFQrWard 

o Directed 
Growth Plan 

o Improvement 
Plan 

o Developing Educator 
Plan 

The educator shall have the opportunity to respond in writing to the summative 
evaluation as per 603 CMR 35,06(6) on the Educator Response Form. 

Signature of Evaluator _____________ Date Completed:. ______ _ 

Signature of Educator' _____________ Date Received: 

, Signature of the educator indicates acknowledgement of this report; it does not necessarily denote 
agreement with the contents of the report. Educators have the opportunity to respond to this report in 
writing and may use the Educator Report Form. 
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Educator Response Form 

Educator-NamemUe: 

Primary Evaluator-NamefTiUe: _____________________ _ 

Supervising Evaluator, if any-NamefTiUe/Role in evaluation: 

School(s): __________________________ _ 

Response to: (check all that apply) 
o Educator Plan, including goals and activities 
o Evaluator collection and/or analysis of evidence 
o Formative Assessment or Evaluation Report 
o Summative Evaluation Report o Other: ____________________________ _ 

......••. Ed\.lcatQr:~esponse.. 
A/tI'lQhl'ld(filionaipagesasneeded . >. 

Signature of Educator __________________ Date _____ _ 

Signature of Evaluator __________________ Date _____ _ 

o Attachment(s) included 
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SETTING SMART GOALS 

(Source: ESE, School-Level Planning and Implementation Guide, January 2012) 

Good goals help educators, schools, and districts improve. That is why the educator evaluation 
regulations require educators to develop goals that are specific, actionable, and measurable. They 
require, too, that goals be accompanied by action plans with benclunarks to assess progress. 
This "SMART" Goal framework is a useful tool that individuals and teams can use to craft 
effective goals and action plans: 

S 
M 
A 
R 
T 

= 

= 

= 

Specific and Strategic 
Measurable 
Action Oriented 
Rigorous, Realistic, and Results-Focused (the 3 Rs) 
Timed and Tracked 

Goals with an action plan and benchmarks that have these characteristics are "SMART." 
A practical example some of us have experienced in our personal lives can make clear how this 
SMART goal framework can help turn hopes into actions that have results. 

First, an example of 1I0t being "SMART" with goals: J will lose weight and get in condition. 

Getting SMARTer: Between March 15 and Memorial Day, J lVilllose 10 pounds and be able to run 1 
mile nonstop. 

The hope is now a goal, that meets most of the SMART Framework criteria: 

It's Specific and Strategic = 10 pounds, 1 mile 

It's Measurable 

It's Action-oriented 

It's got the 3 Rs 

It's Timed 

= pounds, miles 

= lose, run 

= weight loss and nmning distance 

= 10 weeks 

SMART enough: To make the goal really "SMART," though, we need to add ao action plao and 
benclunarks. They make sure the goal meets that final criteria, "Tracked." They also strengthen 
the other criteria, especially when the benclunarks include "process" benclunarks for tracking 
progress on the key actions and "outcome" benchmarks that track early evidence of change 
and/or progress toward the ultimate goal. 

Key Actions 

• Reduce my daily calorie intake to fewer than 1,200 calories for each of 10 weeks. 

• Walk 15 minutes per day; increase my time by 5 minutes per week for the next 4 
weeks. 
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• Starting in week 5, run and walk in intervals for 30 minutes, increasing the prop0l1ion 
of time spent running instead of walking until I can run a mile, non-stop, by the end 
of week 10. 

Benchmarks: 

• For process, maintaining a daily record of calorie intake and exercise 

• For outcome, biweekly weight loss and running distance targets (e.g., After 2 wks: 2 
IbslO miles; 4 wks: 4 IbslO miles; 6 wks: 61bsl.2 mi; 8 wks: 8 Ibs/.4 miles) 

S = Specific and Strategic 
Goals need to be straightforward and clearly written, with sufficient specificity to determine 
whether or not they have been achieved. A goal is strategic when it selves an important purpose 
of the school or district as a whole and addresses something that is likely to have a big impact on 
our overall vision. 

M = Measurable 
If we can't measure it, we can't manage it. What measures of quantity, quality, and/or impact 
will we use to determine that we've achieved the goal? And how will we measure progress along 
the way? Progress toward achieving the goal is typically measured through "benchmarks." Some 
benchmarks focus on the process: are we doing what we said we were going to do? Other 
benchmarks focus on the outcome: are we seeing early signs of progress toward the results? 

A = Action Oriented 
Goals have active, not passive verbs. And the action steps attached to them tell us "who" is doing 
"what." Without clarity about what we're actually going to do to achieve the goal, a goal is only 
a hope with little chance of being achieved. Making clear the key actions required to achieve a 
goal helps everyone see how their part of the work is connected-to other parts of the work and 
to a larger purpose. Knowing that helps people stay focused and energized, rather than 
fragmented and uncertain. 

R = Rigorous, Realistic, and Results-Focused (the 3 Rs) 
A goal is not an activity: a goal makes clear what will be different as a result of achieving the 
goal. A goal needs to describe a realistic, yet ambitious result. It needs to stretch the educator, 
team, school, or district toward improvement but not be out of reach. The focus and eff0l1 
required achieving a rigorous but realistic goal should be challenging but not exhausting. Goals 
set too high will discourage us, whereas goals set too low will leave us feeling "empty" when it 
is accomplished and won't serve our students well. 

T=Timed 
A goal needs to have a deadline. Deadlines help all of us take action. For a goal to be 
accomplished, definite times need to be established when key actions will be completed and 
benchmarks achieved. Tracking the progress we're making on our action steps (process 
benchmarks) is essential: if we fall behind on doing something we said we were going to do, 
we'll need to accelerate the pace on something else. But tracking progress on process outcomes 
isn't enough. Our outcome benchmarks help us know whether we're on track to achieve our goal 
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and/or whether we've reached our goal. Benchmarks give us a way to see our progress and 
celebrate it. They also give us information we need to make mid-course corrections. 
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EDUCATION Guide to Teacher Rubric 

Rubrics - defined in the regulations as "scoring tool[s] that describe characteristics of P"lctice or artifu.cts at different levels of performance' (603 
CMR 35.02) - are a critical component of the Massachusetts educator evaluation framework and are required for every educator. Rubrics are 
designed to help educators and evaluators (1) develop a consistent, shared understanding of what proficient performance looks like in practice, (2) 
develop a common terminology and structure to organize evidence, and (3) make infonned professional judgments about formative and 
surnmative performance ratings on each standard and overall. This appendix contains the ESE Model Teacher Rubric. 

Structure of the Teacher Rubric 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Standards: Standards are the broad categories of knowledge, skills, and performance of effective practice detailed in the regulations. 
There are four standardS for teachers: Curriculum, Planning, and Assessment; Teaching All Students; Family and Community 
Engagement; and Professional CUlwre. 

Indicators: Indicators, also detailed in the regulations, descnoe specifiC knowledge, skills, and perfonnance for each standard. For 
example, there are three Indicators in Standard I of the teacher rubric: CUrriculum and Planning; Assessment, and Analysis. 

Elements: The elements are more specific descriptions of actions and behaviors related to each Indicator. The elements further break 
down the Indicators into more specific aspects of educator practice and provide an opportunity for evaluators to offer detailed feedback 
that serves as a road map for improvement. 

Descriptors: Perfonnance descriptors are observable and measurable statements of educator actions and behaviors aligned to each 
element and serve as the basis for identifying the level of teaching or administrative performance in one of four categories: Unsatisfactory, 
Needs Improvement, Proficient, or Exemplary. 

Use of the Teacher Rubric 

This rubric describes teaching practice. It is intended to be used throughout the 5 step evaluation cycle for all teachers, including teachers of 
whole classrooms, small groups, individual students, or any combination of the above. The rubric is designed to be applicable to general education 
teachers from pre-K through Advanced Placement, as well as teachers with specialized classes or knowledge, including teachers of English 
Language Leamers, and special education teachers; districts may also choose to use this rubric for educators in other roles such as specialists. 

The responsibilities of teachers to whom this rubric will be applied may vary. ESE encourages educators and evaluators to use the rubric 
strategically by discussing and agreeing upon certain Indicators and Elements that should be high priorities according to that educator's role and 
responsibilities as well as hislher professional practice and stUdent leaming needs. There are a variety of ways to emphasize these components 
throughout the evaluation cycle. For example, high priority Indicators andlor elements can be analyzed in greater depth during self-assessment, 
targeted during goal setting, a focus for more comprehensive evidence collection, or all of the above. However, the expectation is that by the end 
of the evaluation cycle, educators and evaluators have gathered and shared a reasonable amount of evidence on every Indicator to support a 
rating for each Standard. 
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EDUCATION Teacher Rubric At-A-Glance 

·/;ci~~C~~~~f:i~.i::c:c .... ,~;:. .+~~i~;~~~~t~~~~~;(X~:a~~~ii>£~h~~~~~~~~~~~#~~~t~ '·"·}(·P~6~;;~~:~i~~ri· . 
A.. Curriculum and Planning Indicator 

1. Subject Matter Knowledge 

2. Child and Adolescent Development 

3. Rigorous Standards--Sased Un"ct; Oes1gn 
4. Well-structure<i Lessons 

Ba Assessment Indicator 
1. Variety of Assessment Methods 

2. Adjustments to Practice 

C. Analysis Indicator 

1. Analysis and Conclusions 
2. Sharing Conclusions With CoDeagues 

3. Sharing Conclusions Wrth Students 

How to reference parts of the rubric: 

A.. Instruction Indicator 

1. Quality of Effort and Work. 

2.. Student Engagement 

3. Meeting Diverse Needs 

S. Learning Environment Indic:ator 

1. Safe Learning Environment 

2. Collaborative Learning Environment 
3. Student Motivation 

C. Cultural Proficiency Indicator 

1. Respects Differences 
2. Maintains R.espectful Environment 

O. Expectations Indicator 

1. Clear Expectalions 

2. High Expectations 

3. Access to Knowledge 

A. Engagement Indicator 

1. ParentIFamily Engagement 

B. Collaboration Indicator 

1. Learning Expectations 

2. Curriculum Support 

C. Communication Indicator 

1. Two-Way Communication 

2. Culturally Proficient Commurucation 

A. Reflection Indicator 

1. Reflective Practice 

2. Goal Setting 

B~ Professional Growth Indicator 

1. Professional Learning and Growtl'l 

c. Collaboration Indicator 

1. professional Collaboration 

D. Oe<::ision--Making Indicator 

1. Declsion-making 

E. Shared: R.esponsibility Indicator 

1. Shared Responsibility 

F. Professional Responsibilities Indicator 

1. Judgment 

2. Reliability and Responsibility 

Indicator terminology: under the "Teaching All Students" Standard (II), the "Instruction Indicator" (A) can be referred to as Indicator /I-A 

Element terminology: under the Instruction Indicator (A), the Student Engagement Element (2) can be referred to as Sement /I-A-2 
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*"" .. ~"""'''''''~~" Standards and Indicators of Effective Teaching Practice: 
~ ED~~ Teacher Rubric 

standard I: Curriculum, Planning, and Assessment. The teacher promotes the learning and growth of all students by providing high
quality and coherent instruction, designing and administering authentic and meaningful student assessments, analyzing student 
performance and growth data, using this data to improve instruction, providing students with constructive feedback on an ongoing basis, 
and continuously refining learning objectives. 

Indicator I-A. _-Curriculum :and Planning: Knows-the subject matter well;- has a-good graSp of child :development-and :how students learn, 
-.: and designs~ffeCti1ie aiJdrigor6liss~dards~baSediJliitSof iriStructioric:onsistingo{Well"strUctured leSsons with _- --
_-- -, measur'able-';ili:c:omes;'-: --- -:: - - . 

l~A- Elements Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient Exemplaty 

l-A-1. Demonstrates lim~ed knowledge of Demonstrates factual knowledge of Demonstrates sound knowledge Demonstrates expertise in subject 
Subject Matter the subject matter and/or its subject matter and the pedagogy ~ and understanding of the subject matter and the pedagogy it requires 
Knowledge pedagogy; relies heavily on textbooks requires by sometimes engaging matter and the pedagogy it requires by engaging all students in learning 

or resources for development of the students in learning experiences by consistently engaging students experiences that enable them to 
factual content Rarely engages around complex knowledge and skills jn learning experiences that enable synthesize complex knowledge and 
students in learning experiences in the subject. them to acquire complex skills in the subject Is able to model 
focused on complex knowledge or knowledge and skills in the subject. this element 
sl<ills in the subject 

I-A-2. Demonstrates little or no knowiedge of Demonstrates knowledge of Demonstrates knowledge of the Demonstrates expert knowledge of 
ChUdand developmental levels of students this deve!opment3llevels of students this developmen1:allevels of students in the developmental levels of the 
Adolescent age or differences in how students age but does not identify the classroom and the different teacher's own students and students 
Development leam. Typically develops one learning developmentalleveIs and 'Ways of ways these students learn by in this grade or subject more generally 

experience for all students that does learning among the students in the providing differentiated learning and uses this knowle<:!ge to 
not enable most students to meet the class and/or develops leaming experiences that enable all differentiate and expand learning 
intended outcomes. experiences that enable some. but not students to progress toward experiences that enable all ,students 

all, 'students to move toward meeting meeting intended outcomes. to make significant progress tOv.Jar'd 
intended outcomes. meeting stated outcomes. Is able to 

model tNs element 

Note: Atthe Exemplary level, an educators level of expertise is such that he or she is able to model thls element through training, teaching, coaching, assisting, and/or demonstrating. In this rubric, 
this level of expertise is denoted by "Is able to modeJ." 
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Standards and Indicators of Effective Teaching Practice: 

EDUCATION Teacher Rubric 

1-A •. Elements Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient 

I-A-3. Plans individual lessons rather than Designs units of instruction that Designs units of instruction with 
Rigorous units of instruction, or designs units of address some knowledge and skills measurable outcomes and 

S1andards- instruction that are not aligned with defined in state standardsllocal challenging tasks requiring higher-

Based Untt state standards! local curricula. lack curricula, but some student outcomes order thinking skills that enable 

Design measurable outcomes, and/or include are poorly defined and/or tasks rarely students to Jearn the knowledge 
tasks that mostly rely on lower level require higher-order thinking skills. and skills defined in state 
thinking skills. standardsilocal curricula. 

I-A-4. Develops lessons with inappropriate Develops lessons with only some Develops well..structured lessons 
Well- student engagement strategies, elements of appropriate student with challenging, measurable 
Structured paCing, sequence, activities, engagement strategies, pacing, objectives and appropriate student 
Lessons materials, resources, and/or grouping sequence, activities, materials. engagement strategies, pacing, 

for the intended outcome or for the resources, and grouping. sequence, activities, materials, 
students in the class. resources, technologies, and 

grouping. 

Exemplary 

Designs integrated units of instruction 
with measurable, accessible 
outcomes and challenging tasks 
requiring higher-orderthinking skills 
that enable students to learn and 
apply the knowledge and skills 
defined in state standards/local 
curricula. Is able to model this 
element. 

Develops weli-structured and highly 
engaging lessons with challenging, 
measurable objectives and 
appropriate student engagement 
strategies, pacing, sequence. 
actiVities. materials. resources, 
technologies, and grouping to attend 
to every student's needs. Is able to 
model this element 

Note; Althe Exemplary level, an educator's level of e:<pertise is such that he or sne is able to model this element through training, teaching, coaching, assisling, andlor demonstrating. In this rubric, 
this level of expertise Is denoted by "Is able to model.' 
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Standards and Indicators of Effective Teaching Practice: 

Teacher Rubric 

IndiCator I~B ... A~~fu .. n~~ses"'~1~ty?finf0l'll1aIandf0l'll1almeth()?~'Pf",ssessl1ients~d'fue.as~restildentlearnin9;·9rowth, and ....•.•..•. 
... ··.!Jriderst3riding to develop.differeritiated and enhanced·lean\irig experiences arid i mprovefuttireiristruction. . 

i-B_,· 
Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient Exemplary Elem:~~ 

1-B-1. Administers only the assessments May administer some informal andlor Designs and administers a variety Uses an integrated. comprehensive 
Variety of required by the school andfor formal assessments to measure of informal and formal methods system of informal and formal 
Assessment measures only point-in-tjme student student learning but rarely measures and assessments, including assessments. including common 
Methods achievement student progress toward achieving common interim assessments, to interim assessments, to measure 

statellocal standards. measure each student's learning, student learning, growth, and 
growth, and progress toward progress toward achieving statellocal 
achieving statenocal standards. standards. Is able to model this 

eiement 

1-B-2. Makes few adjustments to practice May organize and analyze some Organizes and analyzes resu1ts Organizes and analyzes results from 
Adjustment to based on formal and informal assessment results but only from a variety of assessments to a comprehensive system of 
Practice assessments. occasionally adjusts practice or determine progress toward assessments to determine progress 

modifies future insbuction based on intended outcomes and uses these to'N3rd intended outcomes and 
the findings. findings to adjust practice and frequently uses these findings to 

identify andlor implement adjust practice and identify andlor 
appropriate differentiated implement appropriate differentiated 
interventions and enhancements interventions and enhancements for 
for students. individuals and groups of students 

and appropriate modifications of 
lessons and units. Is able to model 
this element 

~ 
. , . .... -

Note: At the Exemplary leVel, an educator's level of expertise is such that he or she is able to model this element through training, teaching, coaching, assisting, andlor demonstrating. In this rubric, 
fuis level of expertise is denoted by 'is able 10 model.' 
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Standards and Indicators of Effective Teaching Practice: 

Teacher Rubric 

. Indicat6r:1"CiAhalYsis:Analyzes·'data,.from.ass·essments draws. conclusions' .and shares them aooroDriatel • 
(-C •. ' 

Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient Exemplary EIemel1'~ ",::,":'., . 

I-C-l. Does not draw conclusions from Dra'NS conclusions from a limited Individually and with colleagues, Individually and with colleagues, 
Analysis and student data beyond comple~ng analysis of student data to inform draws appropriate conclusions draws appropriate, a~onable 
Conclusions minimal requirements such as student grading and promotion from a thorough analysis of a wide conclusions from a thorough anaJysis 

grading for report cards. decisions. range of assessment data to of a wide range of assessment data 
improve student learning. that improve short~ and long-tenn 

instrUctionai decisions. Is able to 
model this element 

1-C-2. Rarely shares with colleagues Only occasionally shares with Regularly shares with appropriate Establishes and implements a 
Sharing conclusions about student progress colleagues conclusions about student colleagues (e~g~1 general schedule and plan for regularly 
Conclusions andlor rarely seeks feedback. progress and/or only occasionally education7 special education, and sharing with aU appropriate 
With Colleagues seeks feedback from them about English learner staff) conclusions colleagues conclUSions and insights 

practices that will support improved a.bout student progress and seeks about student progress. Seeks and 
student leaming~ feedback from them about applies feedback from them about 

instructional or assessment practices that will support improved 
practices that will support student learning. Is able to model this 
improved student learning~ element 

1-C-3. Provides little or no feedback on Provides some feedback about Based on assessment results. Establishes early, construclive 
Sharing student performance except through perfonnance beyond grades but provides descriptive feedback and feedback loops with students and 
Conclusions grades or report of task completion, rarely shares strafeg ies for students engages students and families in families that create a dialogue about 
With Students or provides inappropriate feedback to improve their performance toward constructive conversation that performance, progress, and 

that does not support students to objectives. focuses on how students can improvement Is able to model this 
improve their perfonnance. improve their performance. element 

Note: At the Exemplary level, an educator's level of expertise is such that he or she is able to model this element through training, teaching, coaching, assisting, andlor demonstrating. In this rubric, 
this level of expertise is denoted by ·Is able to model.' 
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Standards and Indicators of Effective Teaching Practice: 

Teacher Rubric 

standard 11: Teaching All Students. The teacher promotes the learning and growth of all students through instructional practices that 
establish high expectations, create a safe and effective classroom environment, and demonstrate cultural proficiency. 

Indicator II-A. . instruction: :Uses'instru~onal pra~ces~that reflect .. high ,expectations ,regarding content and quality of effort and work; 
.' . engage all~students;andarepers'6ria!ize,ft6':iccornmodatediveiSelea"riiiiig'styi~,>needsiiriterestS;~mdlevels'of 
". '.:. readiness •. " . .. '. .. . . 

II·A. 
Eleme'nts 

1I-A-1. 
Quality of Effort 
and Work 

1I-A-2. 
Student 
Engagement 

II-A~. 

Meeting Diverse 
Needs 

Unsatisfactory 

Establishes no or low expectations 
around quality of work and effort 
and/or offers few supports for 
students to produce quality work or 
effort 

Uses instructional practices that leave 
most students uninvolved and/or 
passive participants. 

Uses limited and/or inappropriate 
practices to accommodate 
differences. 

Needs Improvement 

May states high expectations for 
quarlty and effort, but provides few 
exemplars and rubrics, limITed guided 
practice. and/or few other supports to 
help students know what is expected 
of them; may establish inappropriately 
low expectations for quality and effort 

Uses instructional practices that 
motivate and engage some students 
but leave others uninvolved and/or 
passive participants. 

May use some appropriate practices 
to accommodate differences, but fails 
to address an adequate range of 
differences. 

Proficient 

Consistently defines high 
expectations for the quality of 
student work. and the perseverance 
and effort required to produce it; 
often provides exemplars, rubrics, 
and guided practice~ 

Consistently uses instructional 
practices that are likely to motivate 
and engage most students during 
the lesson.. 

Uses appropriate practices, 
including tiered instruction and 
scaffolds, to accommodate 
differences in learning styles, 
needs, interests, and levels of 
readiness, including those of 
students with disabilities and 
English learners. 

Exemplary 

ConSistently defines high 
expectations for quality work and 
effort and effectively supports 
students to set high expectations for 
each other to persevere and produce 
high-quality wor\<. Is able to model 
this element 

Consistently uses instructional 
practices that typically motivate and 
engage most students both during the 
lesson and during independent work 
and home work. Is able to model this 
element 

Uses a varied repertoire of practices 
to create structured opportunities for 
each student to meet or exceed state 
standatds/locaJ curriculum and 
behavioral expectations. Is able to 
model this element 

Note: AI the Exemplary level, an educator's level of expertise is such that he or she is able to model this element through training, teaching, coaching, assisting, andlordemonstraling. In this rubric, 
this level of expertise is denoted by "Is able to model." 
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Standards and Indicators of Effective Teaching Practice: 

Teacher Rubric 

Indicator II-B. ,Learning .. Envirohinent: :CreateS-and maintains- a:-safEi:ani'l'.collaborative learning environment that motiVates students .to 
- --;ial<E;acaciemic~i~k§;:ch;'lt;;;I;ge#lein';elves; anddiiimoWi'lers/iipof theii- learnirig,>:: _, ,- -

IIcB. Unsatisfactol)' Needs Improvement Proficient Exemplal)' 
Elements 

11-8-1, Maintains a physical environment that May create and maintain a safe Uses rituals, routines, and Uses rituals, routines. and proactive 
Safe Learning is unsafe Qr does not support student physical environment but appropriate responses that create responses that create and maintain a 
Environment learning. Uses inappropriate or inconsistently maintains rituals, and maintain a safe physical and safe physical and intellectual 

ineffective rituals. routines, and/or routines, and responses needed to intellectual environment where environment where students take 
responses to reinforce positive prevent and/or stop behaviors that students take academic risks and academic risks and play an active 
behavior or respond to behaviors that interfere with aU students' learning. most behaviors that interfere with role-individually and collecllVely-in 
interfere with students' learning. learning are prevented. preventing behaviors that interfere 

with learning. Is able to model this 
element 

11-8-2 Makes little effort to teach Teaches some interpersonal, grouP. Develops students' interpersonal, Teaches and reinforces jnterpersona~ 
Collaborative interpersona~ group, and and communication skills and group, and communication skills group. and communication skills so 
Learning communication skills or facilitate provides some opportunities for and provides opporbmities for that sh.idents seek out their peers as 
Environment student work in groups, or such students to work in groups. students: to learn in groups with resources. Is able to model this 

attempts are ineffective. diverse peers. practice. 

11-8-3, Directs alileaming experiences, Creates some learning experiences Consistently creates learning Consistently supports students to 
Student providing few, if any, opportunities for· that guide students to identify needs. experiences that guide students: to identify strengths, interests. and 

Motivation students to take academic risks or ask for support, and challenge identify their strengths,. interests, needs; ask for support; take risks; 
challenge themselves to leam. themselves to take academic risks~ and needs; ask for support when challenge themselves; set learning 

appropriate; take academic risks; goals: and monitor their own 
and chaUenge themselves to learn. progress. Models these skills for 

colleagues. 

Note: PJ. the Exemplal}' level, an educator's level of expertise is such that he or she is able to model this element through training, teaching. coaching. assisting, andlor demonstrating, In this rubric, 
this level of expertise is denoted by "Is able to model' 
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Standards and Indicators of Effective Teaching Practice: 

Teacher Rubric 

Indicator II-C. ,:.culturaIProficiericY:.Actively .creates and'mairrtalris:im environmentinwnichstuderits' ·.divel'$e .backgroundS,. identities, .. ' 
i;rtrengthsiand:c:fiaIlEirig~ 'ar¢,~bpecliid.··: .. ' ..' :::'.' : . :"'." ':", :>:>:,;: : ::",::;: : ',:, ,/,::' .' , . . ..... ' .. ' 

!I-C." . ,,' 
Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient Exemplary eieme~tS . 

1I-C-1, Establishes an environment in which Establishes an environment in which Consistently uses strategies and Establishes an environment in which 
Respects students demonstrate limited respect students generally demonstrate practices that are likely to enable students respect and affirm their own 
Differences for individual differences. respect for individual cftfferences students to demonstrate respect and others' dffi'erences and are 

for and affirm their own and others" supported to share and explore 
differences related to background) differences and similarities related to 
identity, language, strengths, and background, identity, language, 
challenges. strengths, and challenges, Is able to 

model this practice. 

1I-C-2- Minimizes or ignores conflicts and/or Anticipates and responds Anticipates and responds Anticipates and responds 
. Maintains responds in inappropnate ways. appropriately to some conflicts or appropriately to conflicts or appropriately to conflicts or 
Respectful misunderstandings but ignores and/or misunderstandings arising from misunder&andings arising from 
Environment minimizes others. differences in backgrounds, dIfferences in backgrounds, 

languages,andidentities~ languages, and identities in ways that 
lead students to be able to do the 
same independently. Is ab~ to model 
this practice . 

- .. -" ---- -----_ ... _- .-----

Note: At the Exemplary level, an educator's level of expertise is such that he or she is able to model this element through training, teaching, coaching, assisting, andlor demonstrating, Jn this rubric, 
this Jevel of expertise is denoted by "Js able to model," 
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Standards and indicators of Effective Teaching Practice: 

Teacher Rubric 

Indicatorll-p, >'7pectations: Plans·~.~~ •. imi>lements'lesso~Sthatset.c,I~r~n~hi9h~.p.~~~ti~ns,~n~aIsO make knowledge accessible 
. '. . '.' ;' .... for all students. ........ . ...... " . . .... .' . ........ ... . ........... ;..... .... .. .... ' .. ' " . .... .. . . .... ..... . . 

1I-D. Eleme~1s Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient Exemplary 

11·0-1. Does not make specific academic and May announce and post classroom Clearly communicates and Clearly communicates and 
Clear behavior expectations clear to academic and behavior rules and consistently enforces specific consistently enforces specific 
Expectations students. consequences, but inconsistently or standards for student work, effort, s1andards for student work, effort, and 

ineffectively enforces them. and behavior. behavior so that most students are 
able to descnbe them and take 
ownership of meeting them. Is able to 
model this element 

1l-0-2. Gives up on some students or May tell students that the subject or Effectively models and reinforces Effectively models and reinforces 
High communicates that some cannot assignment is chaIienging and that ways that students can master ways that students can consistently 
Expectations master chaUenging material they need to work hard but does little challenging material through master challenging material through 

to counteract student misconceptions effective effort, rather than having effective effort. Successfully 
about innate ability. to depend on innate abi1ity~ challenges students' misconceptions 

about innate abirily. Is able to model 
• this element 

II-D-3. Rarely adapts instruction, materials, Occasionally adapts instruction, Consistently adapts instruction, Individually and with colleagues, 
Access to and assessments to make materials. and assessments to make materia~ and assessments to consistently adapts instruction, 
Knowledge challenging material accessible to all challenging material accessible to all make challenging material materials, and assessments to make 

students. students. accessible to all students, challenging material accessible to aU 
including English learners and students. induding English learners 
students with disabiIities~ and students with disabilities. Is able 

to model this element 

Note; PJ. the ExempiaI)' level, an educator's level of expertise is such that he or she is able to model this element through training, teaching, coaching, assisting, andlor demoostrating. In this rubric, 
this level of expertise is denoted by "Is able to model" 
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Standards and Indicators of Effective Teaching Practice: 

Teacher Rubric 

Standard 111: Family and Community Engagement. The teacher promotes the learning and growth of al/ students through effective 
partnerships with families, caregivers, community members, and organizations. 

Indicator Ill-A.· Engagement: Welcomes and .encourages every family to become'active participants .in.the .clasSroom'and school 
.~' "cornmtinitY~ . " .. 

III-A:. '.: .' " " 
Elements:' . Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient Exemplary 

III-A-1. Does not welcome families to Makes limited attempts to involve Uses a variety of strategies to Successfully engages most 
Parent/Family become participants in the families in school andlor support every family to families and sustains their active 
Engagement classroom and school community classroom activities, meetings, participate actively and and appropriate participation in 

or actively discourages their and planning. appropriately in the classroom the classroom and school 
participation. and school community. community. Is able to model this 

element 

.lndicator.lli-B;Collaboration;Collaborate$)withfairiilies'to createa:ridimplement sfrategies·fof'SUpportingstudent.leaming . 

" ,.",: ::.·.::i:;;,<:~;;d ~dE!V~ltlpm~rit:bbili:;fit hBiri;/ii:hd~t.;;2t1i)6Li ·.'i:";' ::.: .•....... ':' ......... ': ..... :' .. " ,.,,::.;:';~>: ...• .,: ;.). . ..... ' " '. 
III-S ... Eleirie.iits : . Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient Exemplary 

1I1-B-1. Does not infonn parents about Sends home only a list of dassroom Consistently provides parents with Successfully conveys to most parents 
Learning learning or behavior expectations. rules and the learning outline or clear, user~friendly expectations student learning and behavior 
Expectations syllabus for the year, for student learning and behavior. expectations. Is able to model this 

element 

UI-B-2 Rarely, if ever, communicates with Sends home occasional suggestions Regularly updates parents on Successfully prompts most farniUes to 
Curriculum parents on ways to support children on how parents can support children curriculum tbroughoutthe year use one or more of the strategies 
Support at home or at school. at home or at school. and suggests strategies for suggested for supporting learning at 

supporting learning at school and school and hOme and seel<s out 
home1 including appropriate evidence of their impact Is able to 
adaptation for students with model this element 
disabilities or limited English 
proficiency~ 

Note: At tile Exemplarylevel, an educators level of expertise is such tIlat he or she is able to model tI1is element tIlrough training, teaching, coaching. assisting. and/or demonstrating. In tIlis rubric, 
this level of expertise is denoted by "Is able to model." . 
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Standards and Indicators of Effective Teaching Practice: 

Teacher Rubric 

Indicator m-c ... Communication: .. Engages"inregtilar;two-way,:and-"culflirally"proficient communication with families about student-
:Iearniiiij';,;ndperformarice;.'>: _, ,:, ,> .', 

III·C. 
Elements:'·" . 

III-C-l. 
Two-Way 
Communication 

1I1-C-2 
Culturally 
Proficient 
Communication 

Unsatisfact01Y 

Rarely communicates with families 
except through report cards: rarely 
solicits or responds promptly and 
carefully to communications from 
families. 

Mak.es few attempts to respond to 
different family cultural nonns and/or 
responds inappropriately or 
disrespectfully. 

Needs Improvement 

Relies primarily on newsletters and 
other one-\NaY media and usually 
responds promptly to communications 
from families. 

May communicate respectfully and 
make efforts to take into account 
different families' borne language, 
culture, and values, but does so 
inconsistently or does not 
demonstrate understanding and 
sensitivity to the differences. 

Proficient 

Regularly uses '<:No-way 
communication with families about 
student performance and learning 
and responds promptly and 
carefully to communications from 
families. 

Always communicates respectfuUy 
with families and demonstrates 
understanding of and sensitivity to 
different families' home languager 

culture, and values. 

ExemplalY 

Regularly uses a tNo-way system that 
supports frequent, proactive, and 
personalized commurucation with 
families about student performance 
and learning. Is able to model this 
element 

Always communicates respectfully 
with families and demonstrates 
understanding and appreciation of 
different families' home language, 
culture. and values. Is able to model 
this element 

Note: Atthe Exempiaty level, an educators level of expertise is such that he or she is able to model this element through training, teaching, coaching, assisting, andlor demonstrating, In this rubric, 
this level of expertise is denoted by "Is able to model: 
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Standards and Indicators of Effective Teaching Practice: 

Teacher Rubric 

Standard N: Professional Culture. The teacher promotes the leaming and growth of all students through ethical, culturally proficient, 
skilled, and collaborative practice. 

IndiCljtor IV-A .. ' :-Reflection:~~llIon~tratesthe ~pacity torefl:.ct on and~mprove Jheeducato~~ ownpl<l~tic~, uSinginforinal.means as I 

'. ' •. : .c. well as meetmgswith -teams'andworKgroupstogathennfonnation; anaIyze'data,:-exartlln'!Issues; "Set meanmgful goals, 
;' ",:i:- .. ' . '.and developiiewapproai::hesinorder.to improveteachirig'arid learning; .: .. '" .. :,... I 

N-A.· eiements Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient Exemplary 

IV-A-1. Demonstrates limited reflection on May reflect on the effectiveness of Regularly reflects on the Regularly reflects on the 
Reflective practice and/or use of insights gained lessons! units and interactions with effectiveness of lessons. units. and effectiveness of lessons, units, and 
Practice to improve practice. students but not with colleagues interactions with students, both interactions with students. both 

and/or rarely uses insights to improve individually and with colleagues, indlvidually and with colleagues; and 
practice. and uses insights gained to , uses and shares with colleagues, 

improve practice and student insigh1s gained to improve practice 
- learning. and student learning. Js able to modeJ 

this element 

IV-A-2 Generally, participates passively in Proposes goals that are sometimes Proposes challenging, measurable Individually and witl1 colleagues 
Goal setting the goaI~setting process andfor vague or easy to achieve and/or professional practice, team~ and builds capacity to propose and 

proposes goals that are vague or bases goals on a limited self- student learning goals that are monitor challenging, measurable 
easy to reach. assessment and analysis of student based on thorough self- goals based on thorough self-

learning data. assessment and analysis of assessment and analysis of student 
student learning data. leaming data Is able to model this 

element. 

Note: At the Exemplaf)f level, an educators leve! of expertise is such that he or she is able to model this element through training, teaching, coaching, assisting, andJor demonstrating. In this rubric, 
this level of expertise is denoted by 'Is able to model.' 
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Standards and Indicators of Effective Teaching Practice: 

Teacher Rubric 

Indicator IV-B.:· Professional~rowth: ActivelyputSues professionakdeilelopmentand :Iearning opportunitiesto'ill)'prove quality'of . ' .. , ..... . 
.piadide.or build ttieexpelti~eaiid ''e~ri~nceto asSi..mediffe~e'rit.in;;trtiCtionalandlibadeiShipiol~> . . .., . 

IV-B. Elements 

IV-S-l. 
Professional 
Learning and 
Growth 

Unsatisfactory 

Participates in few, if any, 
professional development and 
learning opportunities to improve 
practice and/or applies little new 
learning to practice. 

Needs Improvement 

Participates only in required 
professional development activities 
and/or inconsistently or 
inappropriately applies new learning 
to improve practice. 

Proficient 

'Consistently seeks out and 
applies, when appropriate, ideas 
for improving practice from 
supervisoJ'Sy colleagues, 
professional development 
activities, and other resources to 
gain expertise and/or assume 
different instruction and leadership 
responsibilities. ' 

Indicator iV"C. ·::.Collaboration: ,Cbllaborates effectively with colleaques··on·a wide:range·of.tasks. 
IV-C~: El-erher.t;j· :::. Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient 

IV-C-l. Rarely and/or ineffectively Does not consistently collaborate with Cons~entiyandeffective~ 

Professional collaborates with colleagues; colleagues in ways that support collaborates with colleagues in 
Collaboration conversations often lack focus on productive team effort such work as developing 

improving student learning. standards-based units. examining 
student work, analyzing student 
perfonnance, and planning 
appropriate intervention . 

---- . . 

Exemplary 

Consistently seeks out professional 
development and learning 
opportunities that improve practice 
and build expertise of self and other 
educators in instruction and 
leadership. Is able to model this 
element 

.. ' ... 

ExemplalY 

Supports colleagues to collaborate in 
areas such as developing standards-
based units, examining student work, 
analyzing student performance, and 
planning appropriate intervention. Is 
able to model this element 

Note: Atthe ExempJaI}'level, an educators level of expertise is such that he or she is able to model this element through training, teaching, coaching, assisting, andlor demonstrating. In this rubric, 
this level of expertise is denoted by "Is able to model: 

. : 
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EDUCATION 

Standards and Indicators of Effective Teaching Practice: 

Teacher Rubric 

Indicator'IV-D>,· :Decision-Making:::Becomes:involved .in·schoolwide:decision making, and·takes·an·active role in school .improvement 
. :j'ilanning;' " . <: .-. . , .. 

IV-D. ElementS.·._ 

IV-D-1. 
Decision-Making 

Unsatisfactory 

Participates in planning and decision 
making at the school. department, 
and/or grade level only when asked 
and rarely contributes relevant ideas 
or expertise. 

Needs Improvement 

May particlpate in planning and 
decision making at the school, 
department, and/or grade level but 
rarely contributes relevant ideas or 
expertise. 

Proficient 

Consistently contributes relevant 
ideas and expertise to planning 
and decision making at the schooJ~ 
department, and/or grade level. 

Exemplary 

In planning and decision-making at 
the school, department, and/or grade 
level. consistently contributes ideas 
and expertise that are critical to 
school improvement efforts. Is able to 
model this element 

Indicator IV-E.'. ';Shared ·Responsibility:Shares.respansibility .for the· performance 'of all students within the school. 
IV-E. Elem~ms···:.:· Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient Exemplary 

IV-E-1. Rarely reinforces schoolwide Within and beyond the classroom. Within and beyond the classroom, Individually and with colleagues 
Shared behavior and leaming expectations inconsistently reinforces schoolwide consistently reinforces schooIwide develops strategies and actions that 
Responsibility for all students andior makes a limited behavior and learrung expectations behavior and learning expectations contribute to the learning and 

contribution to their learning by rarely for all students. and/or makes a for all students, and contributes to productive behavior of all students at 
sharing responsib'luty for meeting their limited contribution to their learning by their learning by sharing the schooL Is able to model this 
needs. inconsistently sharing responsibirlty responsibility for meeting their element 

for meeting their needs. needs.. 

Note: PJ. the 8<emplaty level, an educator's level of expertise is such that he or she is able to model this element through training, teaching, coaching, assisting, and/or demonstrating. In this rubric, 
this level of expertise is denoted by "Is able to model' 
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EDUCAnON 

Standards and Indicators of Effective Teaching Practice: 

Teacher Rubric 

Indicator.IV-F_ •.• ProfessiOnal Resoonsibilities: Is ethical·1ind .reliable":andmeets'.rotitine'resoonsibilitiesconsistentlyc. ."" 
IV~F~ 'ElementS Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient Exemplary 

IV-F-1. Demonstrates poor judgment and/or Sometimes demonstrates Demonstrates sound judgment Demonstrates sound judgment and 
Judgment discloses confidential student questionable judgment and/or reflecting integrity, honesty. acts appropriately to protect student 

information inappropriately. inadvertently shares confidential fairness. and trustworthiness and confidentiality. rights and safety. Is 
infonnation. protects student confidentiality able to model this element 

appropriately. 

IV-F-2 Frequently misses or is late to Occasionally misses or is late to Consistently fulfills professional Consistently fulfills all profeSSional 
Reliabifrty & assignments. makes errors in assignments, completes work late, responsibilities; is consistently responsibilities to high standards. Is 
Responsibility records, and/or miSSes paperwork and/or makes errors in records. punctual and reliable with able to model this element 

deadlines; frequently late or absent paperwork, duties, and 
assignments; and is rarely late or 
absent from school. 

Note: At the Exemplary level. an educators level of expertise is such that he or she is able to model this element through training. teaching, coaching. assisting. andlor demonstrating. In this rubric. 
this level of expertise is denoted by "Is able to model: 
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EDUCATION Guide to Specialized Instructional Support Personnel (SISP) Rubric 

Rubrics - defined in the regulations as "scoring tool[s] that describe characteristics of practice or artifacts at different levels of performance" (603 
CMR 35.02) are a critical component of the Massachusetts educator evaluation framework and are required for every educator. Rubrics are 
designed to help educators and evaluators (1) develop a conSistent, shared understanding of what proficient performance looks like in practice, (2) 
develop a common terminology and structure to organize evidence, and (3) make informed professional judgments about formative and 
summative performance ratings on each Standard and overall. This appendix contains the ESE Model "SIS?" Rubric. 

Structure of the Specialized Instructional Support Personnel (SISP) Rubric 

• 

o 

• 

• 

Standards: Standards are the broad categories of knowledge, skills, and performance of effective practice detailed in the regulations. 
There are four Standards for teachers: Curriculum, Planning, and Assessment; Teaching All students; Family and Community 
Engagement; and Professional Culture. 

Indicators: Indicators. also detailed in the regulations. describe specific knowledge, skills, and performance for each Standard. For 
example, there are three Indicators in Standard I of the SISP rubric: Curriculum and Planning; Assessment, and Analysis. 

Elements: The elements are more specific descriptions of actions and behaviors related to each Indicator. The elements further break 
down the Indicators into more specific aspects of educator practice and provide an opportunity for evaluators to offer detailed feedback 
that serves as a roadmap for improvement 

Descriptors: Performance descriptors are observable and measurable statements of educator actions and behaviors aligned to each 
element and serve as the basis for identifying the level of teaching or administrative performance in one of four categories: Unsatisfactory, 
Needs Improvement, PrOficient, or Exemplary. 

Use of the Specialized Instructional Support Personnel (SISP) Rubric 

This rubric describes practice that is common across educators in professional support roles such as school counselors. school psychologists, 
school nurses, and others defined in the recognition clause of the appropriate collective bargaining agreement. It is intended to be used 
throughout the 5 step evaluation cycle for educators who provide direct services such as education, therapy, counseling, assessment, and 
diagnosis to a caseload of students, as well as educators who may provide indirect support to students through consultation to and collaboration 
with teachers, administrators, and other colleagues. 

The roles and responsibilities of educators to whom this rubric will be applied will vary. ESE encourages educators and evaluators to use the 
rubric strategically by discussing and agreeing upon certain Indicators and Elements that should be high priorities according to that educator's role 
and responsibilities as well as hislher profesSional practice and student leaming needs. There are a variety of ways to emphasize these 
components throughout the evaluation cycle. For example, high priority Indicators and/or elements can be analyzed in greater depth during self
assessment, targeted during goal setting, a focus for more comprehensive evidence collection, or all of the above. However, the expectation is 
that by the end of the evaluation cycle, educators and evaluators have gathered and shared a reasonable amount of evidence on every Indicator 
to support a rating for each Standard. 
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EDUCATION Specialized instructional Support Personnel (SISP) Rubric At-A-Glance 

::~:}rif;E~;~~f~Sli~i?;~~~·t.:r:;,1~1t~~~~~~~f~~b~~~~j~:)@j\!j : •• ~~~j,#¥J;~::~~~~@~~~~~~1h~0 "';,.". ';\ i1J~~!,±!~~,%C,id:~ :.' •. •·· •. :i·,· 
A. Curriculum and Planning Indicator A instruction Indicator A. Engagement Indicator A.. Reflection Indicator 

1. Professional Knowledge 1. Quality of Effort and Work 1. ParentIFami!y Engagement 1. Reflective Practice 

2. Child and Adolescent Development 2. student Engagement 2. Goal Setting 

3. Plan Development 3. Meeting Diverse Needs 

4. Well-Structured lessons 

8. Assessment Indicator 

1. Variety of Assessment Methods 

2. AdjUS1ments to Practice 

C. Analysis Indicator 

1. Analysis and Conclusions 

2. Sharing Conclusions Wrth Colleagues 

3. Sharing Conclusions Wtth Students and 
Families 

B. Learning Environment Indicator 

1. Safe learning Environment 

2 Collaborative Leaming Environment 

3. student Motivation 

c~ Cultural Proficiency Indicator 
1. Respects Differences 

2. Maintains Respectful Environment 

D~ Expectations Indicator 
1. Clear Expectations 

2. High Expectations 

3. Access to Kno'NIedge 

B~ Collaboration Indicator 
1. Learning Expectations 

2. Student Support 

C~ Communication Indicator 

1. Two-.Way Communication 

2. Culturally Proficient Communication 

B~ Professional Growth Indicator 

1. F>rofessional Learning and Growth 

c~ Collaboration Indicator 
1. Professional Collaboration 

2. Consultation 

D~ Decision-Making Indicator 
1. Decision-making 

E. Shared Responsibility Indicator 

1. Shared Responsibility 

F. Professional Responsibilities Indicator 

1. Judgment 

2 Reliability and Responsibility 

Note: The SISP rubric is designed to have close alignment with the teacher rubric to emphasize commonalities across educators. Please see Appendix E 
addressing "Role-Specific Indicators" for additional guidance and samples of how to strategically supplement this rubric to further differentiate by role. 

How to reference Darts of the rubric: 

Indicator tenninoJogy: under the "Teaching All Students" Standard (II), the" Instruction Indicator" (A) can be referred to as Indicator /I-A 

Element tenninology: under the Instruction Indicator (A), the Student Engagement Element (2) can be referred to as Element ll-A-2 
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Standards and Indicators of Effective Teaching Practice: 

Specialized Instructional Support Personnel Rubric 

Standard I: Curriculum, Planning, and Assessment promotes the leaming and growth of al/ students by providing high-quality and 
coherent instruction, designing and administering authentic and meaningful student assessments, analyzing student performance and 
growth data, using this data to improve instruction, providing students with constructive feedback on an ongoing basis, and continuously 
refining leaming objectives. . 

Indicator i-A. Curriculum ,and 'Planning: Has stfong:knowledge'specific to·subject matter anO/or professional responsibility,·has.a good 
. ..·.·gras\i ofdliidd~~;';lopmeJlt andJti)iIv~ddents learn,alld de;signseff.ictiVe~lldrigoroiisplails for supportconsisting·of 

'. 'well~stiuCturedle'Siid&Withmea$uraiilE!ul1tcomes: . ',./. ....... . . . . 

I-A. Elements Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient Exemplary 

l-A-1. Demonstrates limited professional Demonstrates factual knowledge of Demonstrates sound knowledge Demonstrates mastery of professional ! 

Professional knowledge; refies heavily on outdated the professional content and denvery and understanding of professional content and its delivery by engaging 
Knowledge practices as opposed to current and sometimes applies it to engage content and delivery by all students in academic, behavioral, 

practices supported by research. students in academic. behaviora~ and consistently engaging students in and sociallemotionalleaming 
Rarely engages students in academic, social/emotional1eaming experiences academic; behavioral, and experiences, through the use of 
behavioral, and social/emotional through the use of educational and/or social/emotional learning educational and/or clinjcal practices, 
learning experiences through the use clinical practices. experiences through the use of that enable students to synthesize 
of educational and/or clinical educational and/or clinical knowledge and skills. Is able to model 
practices. practices that enable students to this element. 

acquire knowledge and skills. 

I-A-2. Demonstrates little or no knowledge of Demonstrates general knowledge of Demonstrates knowledge of Demonstrates expert knowledge of 
Child and child and adolescent development child and adolescent development but students' developmental levels and the developmental levels of individual 
Adolescent typically develops one learning does not apply this knowledge when the different ways these students students and students in the grade or 
Development expenence, andlor type of support or providing differentiated learning learn or behave by providing subject more generally and uses this 

assistance for all students that does experiences, support, and/or differentiated learning experiences, knowledge to differentiate and expand 
not adequately address intended assistance that would enable all support, andlor assistance that learning experiences. supports, and/or 
outcomes. students ........ opposed to just some-- enable all students to progress types of assistsnce, enabling all 

to move toward meeting intended toward meeting intended students to make Significant progress 
outcomes. outcomes. toward meeting stated outcomes. Is 

able to model this element 
----- L. -- -_. .. ~ .. -~--

Note; At the Exemplary level, an educators level of expertise is such that he or she is able to model this element through training, teaching, coaching, assisting, andlor demonstrating. In this rubric, 
this level of expertise is denoted by 'Is able 10 mOdel." 
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Standards and Indicators of Effective Teaching Practice: 

Specialized Instructional Support Personnel Rubric 

1'A.'Elem'miS . Unsatisfactol)' Needs Improvement Proficient 

Develops or contributes to the Develops or contributes to the timely Develops or contributes to the ' 
1-A-3 Plan development of plans that are not development of plans that respond to timely development of well-
Development' timely and/or not tailored to the needs some but not all relevant individual structured plans with measurable 

of individual students; or, plans do not student needs, and/or plans that lack outcomes that respond to aU 
include appropriate supports or sufficient measurable outcomes or relevant individual student needs7 

measurable outcomes that would suppcrts that enable students to meet and include supports that enable 
enable students to meet the goais and all goals and objectives of the plan. students to meet the goals or 
objectives of the plan. objectives of the plan. 

I-A-4. Develops lessons (which may include Develops lessqns (which may include Develops well-structured lessons 
Well· individual and group activities or individual and group activities or (which may include individual and 
Structured sessions) with inappropriate student sessions) wit~ only some elements of group activities or sessions} wjth 
Lessons engagement strategies, pacing, appropriate student engagement challenging. measurable objectives 

sequence, activities. materials. strategies. pacing, sequence, and appropriate student 
resources. and/or grouping. activities, matenals, resources, and engagement strategies, pacing. 

grouping. sequence. activities, materials, 
resources, technologies, and 
grouping. 

--- . , - . 

Exemplal)' 

Develops or contributes to the timely 
development of comprehensive, wel(-
structured plans with measurable 
outcomes that respond to aU relevant 
individual student needs, are 
coordinated with other plans relevant 
to those students, and include 
supports that enable students to meet 
all goals or objectives of the plan. Is 
able to model 1:tUs element 

Develops well-structured and highly 
engaging lessons (which may include 
individual and group activities and 
sessions) with challenging, 
measurable objectives and 
appropriate student engagement 
strategies. pacing, sequence, 
activities. materials, resources, 
technologies, and grouping to attend 
to every studenfs needs. Is able to 
model this element 

1 "Plan" is used throughout this document to refer to a variety of plans, including but not limited to: lesson plans, unit plans, Individualized Education Programs 
(lEPs), Individualized Health Care Plans (IHCPs), Career Plans, and 504 Plans. The type of plan that an educator is responsible for depends on the educator 
being evaluated; both the educator and evaluator should understand and agree upon the definition relevant to the educator's role. 

Note: At the Exemplary level, an educato(s level of expertise is such that he or she is able to model this element through training, teaching, coaching, assisting, andlor demonstrating. In this rubric, 
this level of expertise is denoted by "Is able to model.' 
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Standards and Indicators of Effective Teaching Practice: 

Specialized Instructional Support Personnel Rubric 

Indicator I"B. "Assessment:. Uses·a.variety of informal andJormal methods·of.assessmentS·t6:measure student learning,. growth, and . 
- .•. ·tiiidei'standiri~to.deiielop·· differentiatedaridenhaiiced ·.IearriingexpenenceS·~ndiiripr6vE!,'·fijtureinstruclion:.·.··.· •. _ ..... : •. : .•.•• ',' ': '.'< .': .' 

l-S. Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient Exemplary 
ElementS '.' 

1·6·1, Administers assessments and/or May design and administer Designs and administers Uses an integrated. comprehensive 
Variety of coUects only the data required by the assessments and/or collect some assessments and/or collects data assessment system, including 
Assessment school and/or measures only point~in- data to measure student learning. to measure student Ieaming, informal and formal assessment 
Methods time student achievement or growth, or development, but uses a growth, and/or development methods and common interim 

development limited range of methods. through a variety of methods, assessments where applicable, to 
including jnfomlai and formal measure student learning. growth, 
assessments and common interim and development Is able to model 
assessments where applicable. this element 

1-~2. Makes few adjustments to practice by May organize and analyze some Organizes and analyzes results Organizes and analyzes results from 
Adjustment to identifying andlorimplementing assessment results but only from a variety of assessments to a comprehensive system of 
Practice appropriate differentiated occasionally adjusts practice and determine progress toward assessments to detennine progress 

inteJ"llen1:ions, supports, and programs identifies and/or implements intended outcomes and uses these toward intended outcomes and 
based on fonnal and infonnal appropriate differentiated findings to adjust practice and frequently uses these findings to 
assessments. interventions, supports, and programs identify and/or implement adjust practice and identify and/or 

for students, appropriate differentiated implement appropriate differentiated 
interventions. supports, and interventions, supports. or programs 
programs for students, for individuals and groups of students 

and appropriate modffications of 
plans. Is able to model this element 

.. - _ .. --_. ~-.- --- -

Note: At the Exemplary level, an educatOl's level of expertise is such that he or she is able to model this element through training, teaching, coaching, assisting, andlor demonstrating. In this rubric, 
this level of expertise is denoted by "Is able to model." 
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EDUCATION 

Standards and Indicators of Effective Teaching Practice: 

Specialized Instructional Support Personnel Rubric 

.Indicator I-C. Analysis: Analyzes ,data 'from assessmentS·draws·.conciusions .,and··shares'them .appropnatel .. 
l,c. 

Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient Exemplary 
'.ElemEmtS :" 

I-e-l. Does not analyze data andior draw Draws conclusions from a limited Individually and with colleagues, Individually and with colleagues. 
Analysis and conclUsions from data beyond analysis of data to infonn student draws appropriate conclusions draws appropriate. actionable 
Conciusions completing minimal requirements. learning, growth. and development about programs, plans, and conclusions about programs. plans. 

practices from a thorough analysis and practices from a thorough 
of a wide range of data to improve analysis of a wide range of data that 
student learning, growthf and improve short~ and long-term 
development. planning decisions. Is able to model 

this element. 

1-C-2. Rarely shares with colleagues Only occasionally shares with Regularly shares with appropriate Establishes and implements a 
Sharing conclusions about student progress colleagues conclusions about student colleagues (e.g., classroom schedule and plan for regularty 
Conclusions and/or rarely seeks feedback. from progress and/or seeks feedback from teachers, administrators, and sharing with all appropriate 
Wrth Colleagues them about practices that will support them about practices that will support professional support personnel) colleagues (e.g •• classroom teachers, 

improved student learning and/or improved student learning and/or conclusions about student administrators, and professional 
development. development progress and seeks feedback from support personneQ conclusions and 

them about practices that will insights about student progress. 
support improved student learning Seeks and applies feedback from 
and/or development. them about practices that will support 

improved student learning and/or 
development. Is able to model this 
element 

1-C-3. Provides little or no feedback. on Provides some feedback about Based on assessment results Establishes early. constructive 
Sharing student growth or progress except student growth or progress beyond and/or other data, provides feedback loops with students and 
Conclusions through minimally required reporting required reports but rarely shares descriptive feedback and engages families that create a dialogue about 
Wtth Students or provides inappropriate feedback strategies for students to grow and students and families in student growth, progress, and 
and FamiUes that does not support students to improve. constructive conversation that improvement Is able to model this 

grow and improve. focuses on student growth and element 
improvement. 

Note: At the Exemplary level, an educators level of expertise is such that he or she is able to model this element through training, teaching, coaching, assisting, and/or demonstrating. In this rubric, 
this level of expertise is denoted by "Is able to model: 
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't:,~,,,,,",,,,",",,.,,, Standards and indicators of Effective Teaching Practice: 
~ ED'U"'cATION Specialized Instructional Support Personnel Rubric 

Standard II: Teaching All Students. Promotes the leaming and growth of ali students through instructional practices that establish 
high expectations, create a safe and effective classroom environment, and demonstrate cultural proficiency. 

Indicator ll-A Instruction: Uses instructional and clinical practices thatreflect.higfiexpectationsregarding:content and quality of effort 
arid work; engiigeall studeri§; and are personalized to accommodat<;diverse lea'l-nil1g styles;needs;hlterests,andi~ve[s 
ofJ'iiadin~~', . . 

U-A. . 
Elements 

Il-A-1. 
Quality of Effort 
and Work 

II-A-2. 
Student 
Engagement 

U-A-3. 
Meeting Diverse 
Needs 

Unsatisfactory 

Establishes no or low expectations for 
student work and behavior and/or 
offers few supports to help students 
know what is expected of them. 

Uses instructional and/or clinical 
practices that leave most students 
uninvolved and/or passive. 

Uses limited and/or inappropriate 
practices andlor supports to 
accommodate differences. 

Needs Improvement 

May state high expectations for 
student work and behavior. but 
provides few exemplars and rubrics, 
or limned guided practice, andlor few 
other supports to help students know 
what is expected of them. 

Uses instructional and/or clinical 
practices that motivate and engage 
some students but leave others 
uninvolved and/or paSSive. 

May use some appropriate practices 
and/or supports to accommodate 
differences, but fails to address an 
adequate range of differences. 

Proficient 

Consistently defines high 
expectations for student work and 
behavior, and the perseverance 
and effort required to produce it; 
often provides exemplars, rubrics,. 
or guided practice, and/or models 
appropriate behaviors. 

Consistently uses instructional 
and clinical practices that are likely 
to motivate and engage most 
students during the lesson, 
activity,orsession. 

Uses appropriate practices, 
including tiered instruction~ 
scaffolds, and other $U pports, to 
accommodate differences in 
learning styles, needs~ interests, 
and levels of readiness, including 
those of students with disabilities 
and English learners. 

Exemplary 

Consistently defines high 
expectations for student work and 
behavior and effectively supports 
students to set high expectations for 
each other to persevere and produce 
high-quality wor!<. Is able to model 
this element 

ConSistently uses instructional and 
clinical practices that typically 
motivate and engage most students 
during the lesson. activity, or session. 
and during independent work. Is able 
to model this element. 

Uses a varied repertoire of practices 
and/or supports to create structured 
op-p::>rtunmes for each student to meet 
or exceed expectations for growth 
and development Is able to model 
this element 

Note: At the Exemplary level, an educato(s level of expertise is such that he or she is able to model this element through training, teaChing, coaching, assisting, and/or demonstraiing. In this rubric, 
this level of expertise is denoted by 'Is able to model.' 
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Standards and Indicators of Effective Teaching Practice: 

Specialized instructional Support Personnel Rubric 

Indicator·II-B..Learning .EilVironment:.Cr.eates· and maintains a Safe.and 'collaborative learning .environmentthat motivates students to .' ...... <, .take'<i<iaderrii¢riskS/chiiiiii'hgetherii~eliiEi~ianddl~jfuj)wri;brshipoftheirleatnihg/ ..., .... ':. ' 
II-S." Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient Exemplary 
ElementS :,.:: .• 

11-8-1. Maintains a physical environment that May create and maintain a safe Uses rituals, routines, and Uses rituals, routines, and proactive 
Safe Learning is unsafe or does not support student physical environment but appropriate responses that create responses that create and maintain a 
Environment learning. Uses inappropriate or inconsistently maintains rituals, and maintain a safe physical and safe physical and intellectual 

ineffective rituals, routines, and/or routines, and responses needed to intellectual environment where environment where students take 
responses to reinforce positive prevent and/or stop behaviors that students take academic risks and academic risks and play an active 
behavior or respond to behaviors that interfere with all students' learning. most behaviors that interfere with role-individually and collectively-in 
interfere with students' learning. learning are prevented. preventing behaviors that interfere 

with learning. Is able to model this 
element 

11-8-2. Makes little effort to teach Teaches some interpersonal, group. Develops students' interpersonal, Teaches and reinforces interpersonal, 

Collaborative interpersonal, group, and and communication skills and group. and communication skills group, and communication skills so 
Learning communication skills or facilitate provides some opportunities for and provides opportunities for that students seek out their peers as 
Envirooment student work in groups, or such students to work in groups. students to learn in groups with resources. Is able to model this 

attempts are ineffective. diverse peers. practice. 

11-8-2. Directs alileaming.experiences. Creates some learning experiences Consistently creates learning Consistently supports students to 

Student providing few, if any, opportunities for that guide students to identify needs, experiences that guide students to identify their strengths. interests, and 
Motivation students to take risks or challenge ask for support, and challenge identify their strengths. interests, needs; ask for support; take risks; 

themselves. themselves to take risks. and needs; ask for support when challenge themselves; set learning 
appropriate; take risks; and goals; and monitor their own 
challenge themselves to succeed. progress. Is able to model this 

element 

Note; At the Exemplal)' level, an educators level of expertise is such that he or she is able to model this element through training, teaching, coaching. assisting, and/or demonstrating. In this rubric, 
this level of expertise is denoted by 'Is able to model." 
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Standards and Indicators of Effective Teaching Practice: 

Specialized Instructional Support Personnel Rubric 

;.lndicator ll-C ... CulturaIProficiency:Actively.createS and maintainsaiienvironmentin;WhicIiStudents' .. diverse;backgroullds,·identities, 
. ..;strengths;a:ii(it:h~itliTig~<iire·r~pect~.·. . •.... <.';;./,;;, '.' .....•..••• ' ...... ' .•. ·.if';·. . ... .. ' ......... ; 

n-c. 
Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient Exemplary ... .... .... .'. 

Elements:· , 

U·C-1. Establishes an environment in which Establishes an environment in which Consistently uses strategies and Establishes an environment in which 
Respects students demonstrate limited respect students generally demonstrate practices that are likely to enable students respect and affirm their own 
Differenees for individual differences. respect for individual differences. students to demonstrate respect and others' differences and are 

for and affirm their own and others' supported to share and explore 
differences related to background, differences and similarities related to 
identity, language, strengths, and background. identity. language. 
challenges. strengthS, and challenges. Is able to 

model this element 

II-C-Z. Minimizes or ignores conflicts and/or Antidpates and responds Anticipates and responds Antidpates and responds 
Maintains responds in inappropriate ways. appropriately to some conflicts or appropriately to conflicts or appropriately to conflicts or 
Respectful misunderstandings but ignores and/or misunderstandings arising from misunderstandings arising from 
Environment minimi2:es others. differences in backgrounds, differences in backgrounds, 

languages, and identities. languages, and identities in ways that 
lead students to be able to do the 
same independently. Is able to model 
this element 

Note: Ai the Exemplary level, an educator's level of expertise is such that he or she is able to model this element through training, teaching, coaching, assisting, andlor demonstrating. In this rubric, 
this level of expertise is denoted by 'Is able to model" 
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EDUCATION 

Standards and Indicators of Effective Teaching Practice: 

Specialized Instructional Support Personnel Rubric 

Indi~to~,'I-~·ElcP,:~ti??~:~Ian;~~.~illlPI~Il}~n~l~ons;~nc:u~rS;llPpoJ:tsthat set clear. arid high expectations and also make ... 
.•.• . <, .... :,'.',. /knowledge;'lnformation;,andJorsupportsaccesslblefor.an:students~.: ',:.', .. ,.·',f ...• '< .. /:::' ... ' . .j.\:,. 
Ii~D. Elemenis Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient Exemplary 

11·0-1. Does not make specific standards for May communicate specific standards Clearly communicates and Clearly communicates and 
Clear student work. effort. interactions, and for student work. effort. interactions, consistently enforces specific consistently enforces specific 
Expectations behavior clear to students. and behavior, but inconsistently or standards for student work, effort. standards for student work, effort, 

ineffectively enforces them. and behavior. interactions, and behavior so that 
most students are able to describe 
them and tak.e ownership of meeting 
them, Is able to model this element 

11-0-2- Gives up on some students or May tell students that a goal is Effectively models and reinforces Effectively modeJs and reinforces 
High communicates that some cannot challenging and that they need to ways that students can set and ways that students can consiStenUy 
Expectations accomplish chaUenging goals .. work hard but does 'not model ways accomplish challenging goals accomplish challenging goals through 

students can accomplish the goal through effective effort, rather than effective effort. Successfully 
through effective effort. • having to depend on innate ability. challenges students' misconceptions 

about innate ability, Is able to model 
this element. 

II-D-3. Rarely adapts instruction, services. Occasionally adapts instruction, Consistently adapts instruction, Individually and with colleagues, 
Access to plans, communication. and/or services. plans, communication. services, plans, communication. consistently adapts instruction, 
Knowledge assessments to make and/or assessments to make and/or assessments to make services, plans, communication. 

curriculum/supports accessible to all curriculum/supports accessible to all curriculuml supports accessible to and/or assessments to mak.e 
students for whom the educator has students for whom the educator has all students for whom the educator curriculum/supports accessible to all 
responsibility. responsibility. has responsibility, including students for whom the educator has 

English learners and students with responsibility, including English 
disabilities. learners and students with disabilities. 

Is able to model this element. 
~-

Note: M the Exemplary level, an educators level of expertise is such that he or she is able to model this element through training, teaching, coaching, assisting, andlor demonstrating, In this rubric, 
lhis level of expertise is denoted by "Is able to model,: 
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Standards and Indicators of Effective Teaching Practice: 

Specialized Instructional Support Personnel Rubric 
Standard Ill: Family and Community Engagement Promotes the leaming and growth of all students through effective partnerships 
with families, caregivers, community members, and organizations. 

Indicator 1lI~A. .. !=ngagement Welcornes.andencourageseveryfamily to become active participants·.il) the classroom and school 
"20mmunity;::, .; ::.' ... :>'. . .. " .... : .':.:',. '. ' .. :.,':.':: .... :. ,':.'>':' .. ' .• '.. ..', .. ' :' . 

III-A. 
Elements Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient Exemplary 

III-A-1. Does not welcome families to Makes limited attempts to involve Uses a variety of strategies to Successfully engages most 
ParenVFamily become participants in the famines in school andlor support families to participate families and sustains their active 
Engagement classroom and school community classroom activities, meetings, actively and appropriately in and appropriate participation in 

or actively discourages their and planning. the classroom and school the classroom and school 
participation. community. community. Is able to model this 

element 
L-________ -- ---- ----

Indicator III-B. Collaboration:. Collaborates with families to create and implement strategies for supporting student learning.· . 
. ,.:':.>; . and development both·at home and fit schoo!;', . '.' ..... ;.:::.. .' .'. -0», 

III-B. Elements .' Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient Exemplary 

1II-B-1. Does not inform parents about Sends home only a list of Consistently provides parents with SuccessfuUy conveys to most parents 
Learning learning, behavior, andforwellness rules/expectations and an outline of clear, user-friendly expectations clear, user-friendly student leaming. 
Expectations expectations. the student learning. behavior, or for student learning, behavior) behavior, and weUness expectations. 

weUness plan for the year. andlorwellness. Is able to model this element 

lJI-B-2. Rarely. if ever. communicates with Sends home occasional suggestions Regularly communicates with Regularty communicates with parents 
Student Support parents on ways to support learning on how parents can support leaming parents to create, share, andlor to share and/or identify strategies for 

and development at home or at and development at home or at identify strategies for supporting supporting learning and development 
school. - school. learning and development at at school and home, successfully 

school and home. encourages most families to use at 
least one of these strategies, and 
seeks out evidence of their impact 1$ 
able to model this element 

------ . -- ------

Note: At the Exemplary level, an educato(s level of expertise is such that he orshe is able to model this element through training, teaching, roaching, assisting, andlor demonstrating. In this rubric, 
this level of expertise is denoted by "Is able to modeJ." 
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EDUCATION 

Standards and indicators of Effective Teaching Practice: 

Specialized Instructional Support Personnel Rubric 

Indicator 1lI-'C, .Communication:·.cEngages·.in.regular,.f;wo"w.ay,.and·culturally proficient':communication with families'abolltstudent 
. ,:;' iEiariiing;behavi&::iiid.wElliness.><:-'<,,> . . . .' .. ' .. ' .. c··.· .•. '. ..' ........ .....• . '.' ... ' 

Ill'c ..... 
Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient Exemplary ElementS"',: :.: ;. 

1II-C-1. Rarely communlcates with families Relies primarily on sharing general Regularly uses MO'way Regular1y uses a two-way system that 
Two-Way except through required reports; information and announcements with communication with families about supports frequent proactive, and 
Communication rarely solicits or responds promptly to families through one-way media and student ]eaming~ behavjor~ a .... d personalized communication with 

communications from families. usually responds promptly to weJlness; responds promptly and families about indiVidual student 
communications from families. carefully to communications from learning, behavior, and weUness. Is 

families. able to model this element 

III-C-Z. Makes few attempts to respond to May communicate respectfully and Always communicates respectfully PJways communicates respectfully 
Culturally different family cultural norms and/or make efforts to take into account with families and demonstrates with families and demonstrates 
Proficient responds inappropriately or different families' home language, understanding of and sensitivity to understanding and appreciation of 
Communication disrespectfully. culture, and values, but does so different famili~ home language. different families' home language, 

inconsistently or does not culture7 and values. culture, and values. Is able to model 
demonstrate understanding and this element. 
sensitivity to the cfIfferences. 

---- ------ ~---

Note: N. the Exemplary level, an educator's level of expertise is such that he or she is able to model this element through training, teaching, coaching, assisting, ardlor demonstrating. In this rubric, 
this level of expertise is denoted by ~s able to model." 
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Standards and Indicators of Effective Teaching Practice: 

Specialized Instructional Support Personnel Rubric 
Standard IV: Professional Culture. Promotes the learning and growth of all students through ethical, culturally proficient, skHled, and 
colfaborafive practice . 

. Indicator IV7A. .. ' Reflection: Demonstrates the cap<icitytoreflect()nand improve the educator's own·practice,.using.informal means as ., . 
.• welias !ri.i.etings)ivifu teams ahdW6rk'gtollpsidgafuer lnfortriati6n, analyze data;examiii~iSSlIes;set meaningful goals, '.' 

. ,: ' '·'arid de'VeI6phewa:ppr()ach~ W,'drderctdlmpro;.).e" teafhiiigandieaming~> .'. . .; ..> . 
IV.A. Elements Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient Exemplary 

IV-A-1. Demonstrates limited reflection on May reflect on the effectiveness of Regularly reflects on the Regularly reflects on the 

Reflective practice and/or use of insights gained instruction, supports, and interactions effectiveness of instruction, effectiveness of instruction, supports, 
Practice to improve practice. with students but not with colleagues supports, and interactions with and interactions with students, both 

and/or rarely uses insights gained to students, both individually and individually and with colleagues; and 
improve practice. with colJeagues, and uses insights uses and shares with colleagues 

gained to improve practice and insights gained to improve practice 
student outcomes. and student outcomes. Is able to 

model this element 

IV·A-2 Participates passively in the goa~ Proposes one goal that ~ vague or Proposes challenging, measurable Individually and with colleagues 
Goal Selling setting process andfor proposes easy to achieve and/or bases goals professional practice, team. and bwlds capacity to propose and 

goals that are vague or easy to reach. on a limited self-assessment and student learning goals that are monitor challenging, measurable 
analysis of student data. based on thorough self- goals based on thorough self-

assessment and analysis of assessment and analysis of student 
student data. data Is able to model this element 

Note: M. the Exemplary level, an educators level of expertise is such that he or she is able to model this element through training, teaching, coaching, assisting, andlor demonstrating. In this rubric, 
this level of expertiSe is denoted by "Is able to model.' 
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EDUCATION 

Standards and Indicators of Effective Teaching Practice: 

Specialized Instructional Support Personnel Rubric 

Indicator IV7B;'",Professional Growth:ActivelyptirSuesprofessiCiriahdevelopment.and ,Ieaming:,opporrunities.to improve'quality of 
. ,,>:~ priiid:iceorbtiild t1iei)£perti~earid&perierii::etok~(jrii~ciiffefeiitinstriiCtj6Iiaiii;fialeaderShiprolei.> ". ' " 

lV-B. Elements Unsatisfactory Needs lmprovement Proficient Exemplary 

IV-8'1. Participates in few, if any, Participates only in required Consistently seeks out and Consjstently seeks out professional 
Professional professional development and professional development and applies, when appropriate, ideas development and learning 
Leamingand learning opportunrues to improve learning activities and/or for improving practice from opportunities that improve practice 
Growth practice andlor applies rrttIe new inconsistently or inappropriately supervisors, colleagues, and build expertise of self and other 

learning to practice. applies new learning to improve professional development educators in instruction, academic 
practice. activities, and other resources to support, and leadership. Is able to 

gain expertise and/or assume model this element 
different instruction and leadelShip 

L-..__ _____ __ responsibIlities. 
----

Indicator ,IV'-C.:: .COllaboration: ,Collaborates 'effectively ,with colleaQuesonaWide,rangeof tasks., " .... ' 
1V.:c., ElementS' • Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient Exemplary 

IV-C-1. Rarely andfor ineffectively Does not conSistently collabozate with Consistently and effectively Facilitates effective collaboration 
Professional coliaborates with colleagues; colleagues in ways that support collaborates with colleagues among colleagues through shared 
COllaboration conversations often Jack focus on productive team effort. through shared planning and/or planning and/or informal conversation 

student perfonnance and/or infonnaJ conversation in such work. in such work as analyzing student 
development as: analyzing student perfonnance performance and development and 

and development and planning planning appropriate, comprehensive 
appropriate interventions at the interventions at the classroom and 
classroom or school level school level. Is able to model this 

element 

N-C-2. Regularly provides inappropriate Provides advice and expertise to Regularly provides appropriate Utilizes a variety of means to 
Consultation advice; does not provide advice and support general education teachers advice and expertise that is regularly provide advice and expertise 

expertise to general education and other colleagues to create customized to support general that is customized to support general 
teachers or other coUeagues unless appropriate and effective academic. education teachers and other education teachers and other 
prompted to do so; andlor fails to behavioral, and social/emotional colleagues to create appropriate colleagues to successfuUy create 
offer advice when appropriate. learning experiences for only some and effective academic. behavioral, appropriate and effective academe, 

students for whom responsibility is and social/emotional learning behavioral, and social/emotional 
shared, or sometimes provides advice experiences for students for whom learning experiences for students. Is 
that is inappropriate or poorly responsibility is shared. able to model this element 
customized. 

Note: M. the ExempJary level, an educator's level of expertise is such that he or she is able to model this element through training, teaching, coaching, assisting, andlor demonstrating. In this rubric, 
this level of expertise is denoted by "Is able to model: 
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Standards and Indicators of Effective Teaching Practice: 

Specialized Instructional Support Personnel Rubric 

IndicatorIV-D".DecisIon-Making:Becomes,involvedin,schooIwidedecision making, and ta!(es'an active roJe:in school improvement 
. . .:pJaiming;·:<··:: .":.', ,.,:::':':>.,:: ,: ,:,,,,:::.: . ':." . . . ,:.:' :::'.: . . >:,:> :'.' .. : . 

IV-D. Elements Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient Exemplary 

IV-D-1. Participates in planning and decision May participate in planning and Consistently contributes relevant In planning and decision-making at 
DecisionwMaking making at the school. department, decision making at the school. ideas and expertise to planning the school. department. and/or grade 

and/or grade level only when asked department. and/or grade level but and decision making at the schooI~ level, consistently contributes ideas 
and rarely contributes relevant ideas rarely contributes relevant ideas or department, and/or grade level. and expertise that are critical to 
or expertise. expertise. school improvement efforts. Is able to 

model this element 

l..Indicator.IV-E. Shared Responsibility:;Shares resoonsibility.foriheperformance of all studentswithin·the"school. 

IY-E:EI';rn~riis . Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient Exemplary 

IV-E-1. Rarely reinforces schoolwide Within and beyond the classroom, Within and beyond the classroom, Individually and with colleagues. 
Shared behavior and learning expectations inconsistently reinforces schoolwide consistently reinforces school· develops strategies and actions that 

Responsibility for all students anrllor makes a limited behavior and learning expectations wide behavior and learning contribute to the learning and 
contribution to their leaming by rarely for all students, and/or makes a expectations for all students) and productive behavior of all students at 
shaling responsibility for meeting their limited contribution to their learning by contributes to their learning by the school. Is able to model this 
needs. inconsistently sharing responsibility sharing responsibility for meeting element 

for meeting their needs. their needs. 
_L..- --' -, 

Note: At the Exemplary level. an educator's level of expertise is such that he or she is able to model this element through training, teaching. coaching. assisting. andlor demonstrating. In this rubric. 
this level of expertise is denoted by 'Is able to model.' 
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Standards and Indicators of Effective Teaching Practice: 

Specialized Instructional Support Personnel Rubric 

,-

Indicator IV-F. ",Professional Responsibilities: ,Is ethical.and reliable and meetS:routine responsibilities consistently. ' 
IV-F.'Elements ," Unsatisfactory Needs Improvement Proficient Exemplary 

IV-F-1. Demonstrates poor judgment and/or Sometimes demonstrates Demonstrates sound judgment Demonstrates sound judgment and 

Judgment discloses confidential student questionable judgment andlor reflecting integrity, honesty, acts appropliately to protect student 
information inappropriately. inadvertently shares confidential fairness .. and trustworthiness and confidenfiaflty, rights and safety. Is 

information. protects student confidentiality able to model this element 
appropriately. 

IV-F-2, Frequently misses or is late to Occasionally misses or is late to Consistently fulfills professional Consisten~y fulfiOs all professional 
Reliability & assignments. makes errors in aSSignments, completes work late, responsibilities; is consistently responsibilities to high standards. Is 
Responsibility records, andlor misses paperwork and/or makes errors in records. punctual and renable with able to model this element. 

deadlines; frequently late or absent papenwork,duties,and 
assignments; and is rarely late or 
absent from schooL 

------ - - -------- -- ---- -------- L 

Note: At the ExemplaIYlevel, an educator's level of expertise is such that he or she is able to model this element through training, teaching, coaching, assisting, andlor demonstrating. In this rubric, 
this level of expertise is denoted by "Is able to model: 
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